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AASU 'President's Club' To Pay
Tribute To $1,000 Or More Donors
A new program, designed to pay special
recognition to major donors and to meet
their expressed desires for the utilization
of their gifts, has been launched at Murray
State University.
The new program, effective im-
mediately and to be known as The
President's Club, was announced Friday
by Dr. Constantine W. Curris, president of
the University.
It provides primarily, for the freedom of
any donor contributing $1,000 or more to
the University to specify the way in which
the contribution is to be used—by a
specific department, the Alumni
Association's Century Club, by the library,
for a sports program, lecture series, a
research project, or for any authorized
campus activity.
Also, if desired, he said, the donor may
delegate the allocation of the gift to the
president's office to be distributed where
the needs are the greatest. Donors, if
desired, may remain anonymous.
With this new program, it is expected
that public support for the Century Club
will increase as a number of donors, un-
doubtedly, will specify that a portion of
their gift be applied to that program,
through which $500 scholarships are
provided each year for outstanding high
school seniors attending Murray State in
their freshman year.
An annual ctettribution of $100 to the
Century Club entitles the donor to mem-
bership. All funds received each year are
awarded through the scholarships, 42 of
O.C. McLemore, left, and Paul Maggard of the Murray Lions Club display one of
several poinsettia arrangements that the Murray Lions Club will distribute to
shut-ins in the Murray Area. The Lion members will distribute the flowers this
Sunday afternoo.t
which were presented last spring.
Recipients may choose their own course of
study.
President Curris indicated that the
President's Club is not a duplication of the
Century Club nor is it in competition with
the Century Club, since the goals of both
programs is to advance Murray State
University. Donors to the President's Club
can designate that part or all of their gift
be applied toward Century Club mem-
bership. The President further stated that
he is designating that his entire $1,000
donation to the President's Club be
transferred to the Century Club to support
its scholarship program.
In addition to being members of one of
the most select and prestigious groups on
the campus, members of the new
President's Club will be honored and
recognized in a number of ways, including
a formal appreciation dinner hosted by the
Murray president and Mrs. Curris.
The program will be administered
through the offices of Dr. John M. Bar-
tholomy, vice-president for university
services, and the Murray State University
Foundation.
The President's Club will receive
donations through the month of January
from individuals, businesses, clubs, and
industrial organizations interested in
becoming charter members of this unique
group, Dr. Bartholomy said. No written
solicitations will be sent out, but a meeting
for those wishing to contribute to the
program will be held December 29 at 12:15
p. m. on the Fifth Floor of Sparks Hall, the
administration building on the cal:neut.
The formal dinner for the charter MOM-
bers will be held in March.
Anyone interested in becoming a charter
member of the club may contact either Dr.
13artholomy or the president's office at the
University.
Both Ford And Congress Claim
Victory In Tax Cut Agreement
WASHINGTON (AP) — Both Presidern
Ford and Congress are claiming victory ir
blocking a Jan. 1 tax increase, but the
clear winner is the American taxpayer.
Neither side wanted to be "the grinch
that stole Christmas," said Sen. Russell B.
Long, who helped draft the compromise
proposal.
Without Friday's agreement, temporary
tax cuts earlier this year would have ended
and a typical worker would have faced a
tax increase of up to $6 per week.
The bill provides for a slight expansion
of the 1975 tax cuts. The goal is to keep a
person's tax withholding rate at the same
level in 1976 as in 1975, despite increases in
most wages.
The compromise ended an impasse that
developed Thursday over the bill to extend
the 1975 tax cuts into 1976. President Ford
refused to accept the bill first passed by
Congress because it did not contain a
spending ceiling for fiscal 1977. And the
Democrats would not accept Ford's
demand for a specific dollar ceiling.




The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.was called to the residence of 0.0.
Parrish around 1:45 Saturday morning
and found the house entirely engulfed in
flames upon arrival.
The cause of the blaze in the two story
structure on highway 444 North of New
Concord is unknown but reports say the
fire started in an upstairs bedroom.
No one was injured in the fire and a few
small items were saved by the owner.
Members answering the alarm were:
Bernard Steen, Roger Hughes, Jim Green,
Sam Smith, Danny Parrish, Robert
Trenholm, Kenny Collins and Floyd
Garland.
Congress and the White House came when
Long and Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del.,
proposed some vague antispending
language. Otherwise, the bill passed
Friday that Ford said he would sign is
essentially the same as one he vetoed
earlier.
The wording had to be innocuous enough
to satisfy liberal Democrats, who wanted
to protect the congressional budget
process, but still sound enough like a
spending-cut commitment to win Ford's
approval.
The new language says, "Congress is ...
determined to continue to control spen-
ding." It promised reduced spending
"equal to any additional reduction in
taxes."
There is nothing binding in the added
language.
"Everybody can,construe that language
any way he wants to and, as far as I'm
concerned, I'm happy about that," Long
told the Senate.
The bill was approved by the Senate 72 to
7, then with some slight language changes
by the House 372 to 10. The Senate passed
the final version by voice vote.
15 Per Copy One Section — 16 Pages
THAT'S COOPERATION — Crews from the Calloway County Road Department, the Murray Street Department, Murray
Electric System and Murray Water and Sewer Syittem joined forces Friday in a crash program to cut a new road into the
new Sagar Glove plant building on N. 4th St
Staff Pilot° by David Ha
Local Persons Reported Involved
In South Dakota Hunting Incident
Five Murrayans and a Princeton man
are among those charged with possession
of too many ducks during a recent hunting
trip in South Dakota, according to a
spokesman for the South Dakota Game,
Fish and Parks Department.
A Kentucky conservation official says
two state conservation officers could lose
their jobs because of participation in the
alleged game violations.
Carl Kays, assistant state fish and
wildlife commissioner declined to reveal
the names of the two officers, because he
said they are still working in the field.
South Dakota officials said one of seven
hunters charged Oct. 23 was Jerry P.
Maupin, 38, of Murray, and that he was
identified only as "C. 0. Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife."
Others identified by South Dakota
authorities were Jerry Knight, 24,
Murray; Billie E. Travis, 35, Princeton;
Robert Hornsby, 27, Murray; Clair E.
Eversrneyer, 20, Murray; Richard K.
Hornsby, 24, of Indianapolis, and Ricky
Maupin, 17, of Murray
The state Personnel Department said
Billie E. Travis was listed as an employe
of the state Fish and Wildlife Department.
"They could lose some of their ability to
CHRISTMAS MUSIC Santa Claus (Kevin Cole) plays the alto xylophone as th. 4th, 5th and 6th grade students at the
Murray State University School present "African Noel," one of 24 Yuletide numbers presented by the students at the
school during their annual Christmas musk program Thursday night
University School Students Present
Delightful Christmas Music Program
One of the most delightful programs
presented on the Murray State University
campus each year is the Ctvistmas inualc
program presented by the students in the
six grades at the University School.
This year's program, entitled "Happy
Christmas Music," was presented
Thursday night before an auditorium full
of parents, grandparents, family members
and friends of the children.
The program, one of two presented each
year under the direction of Mrs. Margery
Shown, the director of music at the school,
involves every student in the school. The
other is presented in the spring.
Opening the program Thursday night
were the 51 kindergarten students of Mrs.
Betty Gore presenting four numbers under
the direction of Miss Rosanna Fteccius, a
student teacher and senior music major
from Louisville.
Their numbers were: "Rudolph,' '
"Riddle Song," "Five Little Snowmen,"
and "Jingle Bells."
Eight numbers were presented by the
students in the first, second and third
grades. For the number, "Deck the Hall,"
Ann Marie Hoke was the announcer and
wreaths were hung by Tyler Prince, Mikal
Colder Tonight
Cloudy and turning colder tonight, lows
in the mid 20s. Clearing and cold Sunday,
with highs in the mid 30s.
Winds southwesterly ten to 20 miles per
hour and gusty, becoming northerly
tonight.
Outlook for Monday, partly cloudy and a
bit warmer.
Grimes, Tim Lackey, Ricky Job, Scott
Meade, Rickie Spann, And Brun, Charla
Walston, Nanette Wynn, lite Karr, Robert
Weatherly, Malcon Taylor, Jeff Rodgers,
Aby Barnes, David Overbey, !Cities
Abuzuid and Mike Robinson.
In "To Fat for the Chimney," Jon Burke
was the announcer with Laura Cella and
Ward Simmons the soloists.
In "All I Want for Christmas Is My Two
Front Teeth," Mark Waldrop was the
announcer with Buffy Greer, Stephanie
Owisp, Elizabeth Oakley, Carl Keeslar,
Michael Anderson and Chris Jackson as
the soloists.
In "Ding-A-Ling," Aim Scott Meade was
the announcer with Margy Burchfield,
Stephen Robinson, Green Houston, Teresa
Story and Tim Greer as the soloists.
(See Program, Page Ill
enforce laws" if their names are released,
he said.
Kays said the two were part of a seven-
man hunting party "which was fined in
South Dakota federal court for alleged
violations of game regulations."
He said departmental officials have held
a hearing on the matter and that Wildlife
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell will decide
In the next few days whether to fire the
men.
Kays said Mitchell also could suspend
them, fine them or take no disciplinary
action at all.
Kays said the seven-man group had 120
ducks over the legal limit.
"This thing is still in progress," Kays
said. "The department is now considering
what action, if any, is warranted. Should
action be taken, the officers have the right
to appeal."
If they appeal, it would be to the state
Personnel Board.
Kays said the two men have been em-
ployed as conservation officers for "some
time" and that there were "considerable
circumstances surrounding" their alleged
offense. He declined to elaborate.
• Four of the men have signed an affidavit
defending Maupin and Travis of any of the
charges. The affidavit, signed by Richard
Hornsby, Robert Hornsby, Jerry Knight
and Clair Eversmeyer, reads as follows:
"We the undersigned hereby testify in
the defense of conservations officers Jerry
D. Maupin and Billie Travis concerning
the incidents occurring on the 22nd and
73rd of October 1975 in Aurora County and
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
"We were in their presence and do
testify and swear that they were not guilty
of the charges placed against them. They
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Comics, Crossword 14
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plea of guilty.
"We feel this intimidation was un-
necessary and unfair and that it should in
no way jeopardize the jobs of these men."
In conversation with a reporter for this
newspaper, Maupin insists he and Travis
are innocent. In a prepared statement,
Maupin said that they entered the plea of
guilty because "I could see no other way
out of the situation."
The hunters were arrested with 267
ducks, "about 150 over maximum
possible," for a hunting party of seven, the
South Dakota officials said.
They were arraigned in Plankinton, S.
D., magistrate's court on charges of
possession of small game with insufficient
plumage.
Each was fined $100 and sentenced to 10
, days in jail, but the jail sentence and $50 of
each fine was suspended.
Before a federal magistrate in Sioux
Falls, all but Ricky Maupin were fined $300





Murray Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division recently received a
contribution in memory of George H.
Ligon from the Murray Lions Club. This
contribution was used toward the purchase
of a film strip projector. The film strip
projector will be used in educational
programs for hospital employees and
patients.
The projector will be an invaluable
teaching aid combining audio and visual
media simultaneously, a spokesman said.
Further use of the projector will enable
instructors to incorporate into the
programs many of the self contained
teaching packets with film strips now
available, he added.
This is one of several contributions that
the Lions Club has made to the hospital. In
1e74, the Club donated the equipment
needed to establish the Blood Bank in
honor of George Ligon
Nadine Turner, (second from left) director of nursing, and Stuart Poston, (right)
administrator of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Convalescent Division,
demonstrate the new Mm strip to Mn. George Ligon and john Thompson,
president of the Murray Lions Club. In the background of the picture is a plaque
designating the Mood lank equipment given to the hospital in honor of George
Ligon by the Lions Club in 1974.
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Saturday, December 241
Winsome Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church will
have its party at the home of
Guy and June Cunningham.
Suburban Homemakers Club
will have its C'hristmas dinner
at the home of Mrs. Robert
Hendon at six p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be open
from noon to four p.m.
Sunday, December 21
Gospel singing will be held at
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church at seven p.m.
Sunday, December 21
Kirksey United Methodist
Men's breakfast will be at seven
a.m. with Dr. Harry Sparks as
speaker. Wives, daughters, and
girl friends will be special
guests.
South Family of Morton
Grove, Ill., will present a
program of gospel music at





GAs in grades one to four will
have a Christmas party at three
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
Randolph.
Family dinner with visit from
Santa Claus will be at the
Murray Moose Lodge at one
p.m.
Christmas program will be
presented by young people of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church at six p.m.
Paul Henderson will conduct
a "Cantata" at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
Youth Choir of Puryear
Baptist Church will present a
Christmas cantata at 7:30 p.m.
Alateen is scheduled to meet
at the AA Hall at seven p.m.
Tuesday. December 23
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for the senior citizens of
Murray and Calloway County.
To separate eggs, and to get
all the whites possible. separate
when chilled. Let egg whites
stand at room temperature for
an hour or two before you beat
them. Then beat until stiff but
still moist.
May you, our dear friends, be blessed
with a joyous Chrispnas filled with






Christmas dieser will be served es Christmas Eve. We will
he closed Thursday sod Friday, so our sampleyees may
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Three months ago, a rnidciled-age woman
moved into our apartment building on my floor. She lives
alone with her dog. She's always dressed as though she's
going to the opera—furs, capes, feathers and a different wig
for every day of the week.
She talks to herself and carries a suitcase wherever she
goes. I'm sure she's not all there. She's not very friendly.
When I say hello to her, she answers curtly and keeps going.
Yesterday she walked down the hall stark naked to empty
her trash basket! I couldn't believe my eyes. I phoned the
manager immediately, and he said the woman pays her rent
on time and doesn't bother anybody so he couldn't -do
anything about it. He said the police would have to catch
her in the act, at which time they could take her down and
book her.
Abby, I don't want to cause trouble for this poor woman,
but she must have family somewhere who should be
notified.
What should I do? My husband says it's none of my
business.
CONCERNED NEIGHBOR
DEAR CONCERNED: Your husband is wrong. It IS
your business. The woman is obviously disturbed and in
need of treatment. Call your local Mental Health
Association and report the incident to them. In the
meantime, try to make Mends with her. Nearly everyone
responds to kindness.
DEAR ABBY: How do we Shape up our children's table
manners (ages 8, 10 and 12) without causing complete
disruption at mealtime?
DEAR DAD: Consistent and gentle reminders plus adult
examples should do it.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter who is not yet 15 wants to
date a 20-year-old divorced man. I have tried to talk her out
of it, but she doesn't want to listen.
She is a good student and has never been in any kind of
trouble, but I think she is too young for a man his age.
Especially a divorced one.
What do you think? Also, when he calls, is it my place to
ask him to please not call my daughter anymore?
WORRIED MOM
DEAR MOM: When he calls, let your daughter tell him
not to call anymore. I agree he's too old for her, divorced or
not.
DEAR ABBY: My husband insists that he is not an
alcoholic because he doesn't drink any alcohol—only beer.
But he drinks a six-pack every evening and on weekends he
can put away a couple of cases. He gets very drunk. At least
he acts drunk to me. Yet he tells me that as long as he
drinks only beer, he is not an alcoholic.
Is that right?
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE. No! There IS alcohol in beer, and anyone
who drinks as much beer as you say your husband drinks
qualifies as an alcoholic In my book!
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 22,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y1IF%
Don't take on too many
responsibilities. You could bog
down even though your shoul-
ders are strong and your
motives admirable.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't let surface glitter
beguile you. Search for facts
before accepting any propo-
sition — no matter how rosy it
sounds.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Seek out a more distinctive,
more strategic way to push your
interests. They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment.
CANCER to( June 22 to July 23)
Business matters, difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favored. But don't rush into
things. Have patience, be
vigilant and precise.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1242
Don't head into com-
plications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an at-
tainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPii
A more or less average day.
Better finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead to
disappointment
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) All
Advancement may be frac-
tional, but remain constant,
steady at the wheel. SOME gain
inevitable as long as your
energies and talents are poured
into constructive channels.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Try to put over your ideas, but
not too aggressively or you may
alienate others. Show your
willingness to work WITH them.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 140
You have the inside track in a
number of ways — if you will
just recognize opportunities,
then set out to make the most of
them.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) via
Tricky, in spots, day will
demand close attention to
details, efficient planning and
good follow-through.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
Meet competition — but in a
subtle manner. Advancement




( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Influences fairly favorable,
but don't consider all decisions
made now as final. You may
have to revise early next week.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intelligence; are studious and
ambitious. Your goals in life are
usually lofty ones and you
generally attain them in out-of-
the-ordinary fashion. You are
extremely methodical and,
when instructions are given to
you, you carry them out to the
letter. Your integrity and
trustworthiness are out-
standing. You like people but,
paradoxically, have a streak of
secretiveness and suspicion in
your nature which keeps you
from many friendships you
might otherwise enjoy. Try to
curb these traits. Fields in
which you could carve an
eminent career: education,
politics, salesmanship, finance,
sp• ierice, music, writing.ip
Vows To Be Read
-N 4 0111.,
Miss Terese Joan Carraway
and Ronald Eugene Shemwell
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carraway of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter, Terese Joan, to Ronald Eugene
Shemwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lliburn Shemwell of Murray.
The future bride is a senior at Murray State University where
she is majoring in elementary education. She is a member of the
Tau Phi Lambda sorority.
Mr. Shemwell is a 1975 graduate of Murray State University
with an area in accounting. He is presently assistant office
manager at Ryan Milk Company.
Miss Carraway is the granddaughter of Luther Jones of
Murray. and Mr. Shemwell is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Allen of Indianapolis, Ind.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, February 14, at seven
p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Murray. A reception
will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
i Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Certain situations highly
mystifying. Try to get some
background information that
will help you to clarify matters.
TAURUS
Apr, 21 to May 21) tii:W
An inspired idea and friendly
..00peration should help you in
perfecting some of your long-
range plans. Study all new
developments.
GEMINI
L May 22 to June 21)
Restlessness or overzeal-
ousness could send you off too
readily on a detrimental bent, a
truly wrong turn. Stop, look and
listen before taking any action.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 22) 0
Look below the surface for
more leads which will help you
solve problems, hasten your




( July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
Stimulating solar influences
foster a spirit of adventure,
strengthen the purposefulness
which always leads to a good
day. Social events should be
especially enlivening.
(VAMurg2.4324 to Sept. 23) WP%.
Your stars warn against
undue exertion, scattering
energies, unwisely attempting
to handle the unfamiliar. In
general, stick to routine.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Your artistry and creativity
stimulated. A time for taking
your truly original ideas out of
the thought stage and putting
them into action.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid extremes. There's a
tendency now to make moun-
tains of molehills, to lose control
of temper, emotions generally.
Forewarned is forearmed!
SAGITTARIUS




Mrs. Billy (Susan Mason)
Usrey of Shady Oaks Trailer
Court, Murray, was granted her
B. S. degree in nutrition at
Murray State University. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Mason of Mayfield Route
Five. Her husband, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Usrey of Murray
Route One, is completing his
sophomore year at Murray
State University and is em-
ployed at Clayton Bridges Body
Shop, Almo.
„HOSPITAL PATIEN't
Mrs. Richard Hutson of
Murray Route Eight has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
prove highly stimulating. Do
not overestimate your set-up,
however. You may have to wait
out SOME results.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Atrti4c
Curb emotions and a tendency
toward eccentricity. Tighten
reins on sdending but don't
scrimp unwisely and lose out in
the long run.
AQUARIUS 41
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
When you believe in anything,
your enthusiasm is 30 intense it
is contagious.ao make sure you
are correct in:, your- beliefs. A
day in which your influence will
be strongly felt.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Some questionable schemes
may be suggested. Be alert —
and reject promptly. Also,
avoid unconventional behavior,
extremes in word or action.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Sagittarius-Capricorn cuspal
( one born at the change of
Signs) and, as such, are en-
dowed with the dominant traits
of both, making you a highly
interesting individual. On the
one hand, you are visionary and
are also exceedingly sensitive,
characteristics which express
themselves in a love for music,
poetry, writing and the graphic
arts. On the other hand, you are
extremely practical and have
excellent business acumen. ff
interested, you could become a
highly successful banker or
business executive; could also
excel in the legal profession or
statesmanship. Courage is one
of your outstanding traits. You
an face and overcome all
obstacles in a busy and suc-
cessful life. Birthdate of:
Benjamin Disraeli, British
statesman; Albert Payson
Terhune, author ( noted
especially for stories about













May the gift of love light your Christmastide.
Everlasting thanks to all.
TO THE
WORLD
As you experience the
transcendent Joy of this
Yuletide, may your blessings






Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
—Opea 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.—
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Watch Big B For
Happy Marriage
CHICAGO (AP) — Face up to
financial reality if you want a
happy marriage.
This is the observation of the
financial services division of
Esmark Inc.
They recommend that young
couples especially should heed
this advice. "Newlyweds are of-
ten more romantic than factual
about such matters as money
and budgets — but too often
they find they cannot live on
love alone."
They hasten to point out that
budgeting need not be depress-
ing. "It doesn't even mean that
a young couple has to pinch
pennies and painstakingly mark
down every cent spent."
To the contrary, it can be a
"togetherness" endeavor for
two.






Set up good, honest ground
rules — and stick to them.
Put aside a certain time each
week — or at least twice a
month — for the Big B —
"Bank Balance and Ms."
Agree sot to disagree. Con-
sider each other's wishes and
requests — and respect them.
Problems belong on paper —
then evaluate, negotiate and
meditate.
Laugh a lot — working out
minor problems with a sense of
htunor is healthy.
Esmark says good mental
and marriage health can evolve
from facing monetary situ-
ations together. If the Big B is
not on an even keel — some re-
ductions are in order:
Eliminate some spending
items — at least for the time
being.
Spend less — there are al-
ways some things that can be
cut back coat-wise.
A big money saver — do-it-
yourself home repairs.
Be knowledgeable in the use
of credit.
Take advantage of special
sales on essentials.
Plan — plan ahead — plan
now — but plan.
Don't let money problems
break up an otherwise happy
home.
Dinner Table Drama
Although beef steak is im-
pressive as is, consider add-
ing a bit of table-top drama
for the holidays by serving
with flaming fruits. Simply
combine one can each of dark
sweet cherries and pineapple
chunks (drained) in a chaf-
ing dish. Mix 1 tablespoon
lemon juice and 1/2 teaspoon
almond extract with 1/2 cup
of the drained pineapple
juice and pour over fruit.
Sprinkle with 1/2 cup sugar
and dot with 2 tablespoons
butter or margarine ; cover
and heat until fruit is warm
and butter is melted. Just be-
fore serving, top with cubes









TM Farmington High School BeeketbaN Queen
and Comet — Mies Less Smith, center, was
recently crowned Basketball Queen. Her court
included (I to r) Min Ann Kendall, junior
attendant, Miss Leticia Riley, senior attendant;
Ma segglOse Deli, crown bearer; Terry Coley,
Miss smith, Tony Smith, escort; Chris Wilson,
flows, bearer, Miss Anita Black, sophomore
wooden; and Miss Connie Perkin, freshman
attendant.
Miss Lesa Smith Is Farmington ilasitetball Queen
On Tuesday night,
December 2, eight girls
from Farmington were
presented at the Far-
mington High School
basketball game as
einkkikes for the 1.975-76
Basketball Queen. There
were two representatives
from each high school class
and they were voted on by
the basketball team and
varsity cheerleaders. Not
until each girl had been
presented to the audience
by her escort did the
mystery of who would reign
as basketball queen begin
to unfold.
The stage was decorated
in the traditional Bicen-
tennial colors of red, white,
and blue. Bicentennial bells
and balls hung above the
throne, and a flag garland




Lesa Ann Smith, a senkir;
was announced as the 1975-
76 basketball queen. Miss
Smith is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Smith.
She was escorted by her
brother, 'hay Smith. The
queen was attired in a blue
gown highlighted by white
lace, Miss Smith is a
member of the varsity
cheerleaders, the Future
Farmers of America, and
the Beta Club.
Terry Colley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Colley,
represented the ballteam
and crowned the new
queen. The senior attendant
to the queen is Miss Leticia
Riley, daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Howard Riley. Her
escort for the night was
Mies Less Ann Smith was recently crowned 197546 Besketball
Queen at Farmington. She is the seventeen-year-old daughter of




V Mrs. Pat Trevathan Hostess For
Dinner By The Phebian Class
The Phebtan Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
-Church held a Christmas
potluck dinner at the lovely
home of Mrs. Pat Trevathan on
Thursday, December 11, at 6:30
p.m.
Guests were seated at the
dining room table overlaid with
a white linen cutwork cloth and
centered with a lovely floral
arrangement.
The food was served buffet
style from the spacious kitchen
including the turkey and






Will be Closed for
VACATION
Dec. 22nd thru Jan. 5, 1976
A special Christmas devotion
was presented by Mrs, William
Boyden, captain of the group in
charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Vernon Shown, class
president, presented the class
teacher, Mrs. Theron Riley,
with a gift from the class. Mrs.
Shown also led the group in
singing Christmas carols.
Also present for the dinner
were Mesdames Evelyn
Lockhart, Joe Pat Ward, Howell
Thurman, -Billy Joe Puckett,
Ben Trevathan, J. B. Burkeen,
Edna McKinney, W. Rudolph
Howard, James Rogers, and
Robert Etherton.
May the season
shine down its good
blessings on all
WS:ft_Ssitieful to you
aims Lock- or Plant
North 3r4 Streer
753-1601
David Nanny, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Nanny.
Elected as junior at-
tendant was Miss Ann
Kendall. She was escorted
by Doran Harrison. Miss
Kendall is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Kendall
and Harrison is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Reece
Harrison.
The sophomore attendant
chosen was Miss :Anita
Black. Her escort was Kent
Haneline. Miss Black is the
daughter of Mrs. Betty
Black and Duane Black.
Kent is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Hemline.
The freshman attendant
was Miss Connie Perkins
escorted by Philip Sims.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Perkins and
Sims is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Sims.
Other canidates
presented were Miss Sheila
Adams, junior, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Adams,
and escorted by Jerry
Crawford; Miss Mary Ann
Riley, sophomore, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Riley, escorted by
Barry Newsome; and
freshman, Miss Tammy
Hengy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Hengy and
escorted by Johnny Riley.
The crown and flower
bearers were Miss Jennifer
Deik and Chris Wilson.
Jennifer is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Delk,
Jr., and Chris is the son of
Mr and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Wilson.
Others participating




Usher, Bob Piper, Wayne




woven not knitted, to fool a
furrier and it's trimmed
here with pretend leather,
making a casual coat






Here's a fluffy topped pear dessert for the holi-
days: Drain a one-pound, 13-ounce can of pear halves
and chill; roll in one-half cup toested chopped wal-
nuts. Combine one-fourth cup whipping cream,
whipped, one-half acp cottage cheese, two table-
spoons confectioners sugar, one teaspoon grated
orange peel and a dash of nutmeg. Arrange two pear
halves on each serving plate. Top with approximate-
ly one-fourth cup cottage cheese mixture per serv-















We'd like to see cheaper coal prices
for Christmas. The less TVA has
to pay for fuel used in generating
electricity, the less power bills will be.
Maybe Santa will bring us lower
prices this year — lower prices for
everything. That would really be
a joyful present for all.
Season's Greetings
from the Board, Management,
and Employees of e
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation
Marrettilayfield 753-5012
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Once upon a time, there was a man who looked upon Christ-
mas as a lot of humbug.
He wasn't a Scrooge. He was a very kind and decent person,
generous to his family, upright in all of his dealings with other
men.
But he didn't believe all that stuff about the Incarnation
which churches proclaim at Christmas. And he was too honest
to pretend that he did.
"I am truly sorry to distress you," he told his wife, who was a
faithful church goer. "But I simply cannot understand this
claim that God became man. It doesn't make any sense to me."
On Christmas Eve, his wife and children went to church for
the midnight service. He declined to accompany them.
"I'd feel like a hypocrite," he explained. "I'd much rather
stay at home. But I'll wait up for you."
Shortly after his family drove away in the car, snow began to
fall. He went to the window and watched the flurries getting
heavier and heavier.
"If we must have Christmas," he reflected, "it's nice to have
a white one."
He went back to his chair by the fireside and began to read his
newspaper.
A few minutes later, he was startled by a thudding sound. It
was quickly followed by another, then another. He thoughtthat
someone must be throwing snowballs at his living-room win-
dow.
When he went to the front window to investigate, he found a
flock of birds huddled miserably in the snow. They had been
caught in the storm, and in desperate search for shelter had
tried to fly through his window.
"I can't let these poor creatures lie there and freeze," he
thought, "But how can I help them?"
Then he rememberd the barn where the children's pony was
stabled. It would provide a warm shelter.
He quickly put on his coat and galoshes and tramped through
the deepening snow to the barn. He opened the doors wide and
turned on the light.
But the birds didn't come in.
"Food will bring them in," he thought. So he hurried back to
the house for bread crumbs, which he sprinkled on the snow to
make a trail to the barn.
To his dismay, the birds ignored the bread crumbs and con-
tinued to flop around helplessly in the snow.
He tried shooing them into the barn by walking around and
waving his arms. They scattered in every direction. . . except
into the warm, lighted barn.
"They find me a strange and terrifying creature," he said to
himself, "and I can't seem to think of any way to let them know
they can trust me."
"If only I could be a bird myself for a few minutes, perhaps I
could lead them to safety."
Just at that moment, the church bells began to ring.
He stood silently for a while, listening to the bells pealing the
glad tidings of Christmas.
Then he sank to his knees in the snow.
"Now I do understand," he whispered. "Now I see why YOU
had to do it."
(NOTE: This Parable is from the book, "Believing in Jesus".
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10 Years Ago
Ernest Wayne Williams, fourteen year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne ligilliains,
was named the winner of the 11185 Soil
Conservation contest, sponsored annually
by a state newspaper.
. As average of $34.28 was reportedior the
ode et air cured tobacco on the Murray
Tobacco market.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lettie
McNeely, age 75, and Chester A.
McDaniel, age 77.
Golden anniversaries will be
celebrated by Mr. and Mrs. Mabra Travis
at their home in the Spring Creek Caw
munity and by Mr. and Mrs. Porter Elkins
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavitt announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Cecilia Faye,
to Roy Gene Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Dunn.
20 Years Ago
The United Fund Drive has gone over
the top with a total of $21,007 registered
thus far, according to Holmes Ellis,
general chairman of the drive.
Deaths reported include Diston Johnson,
age 63, of Murray, and Harvey C. Work-
man, age 82, of El Paso, Texas.
W. F. Foster of Mayfield was reelected
as president of the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council which serves the boys of ten
Western Kentucky and Tennessee
Counties.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds, coached by Rex Alexander, beat
West Texas 101 to 76 in basketball. Mikes
and Kinder of Murray both hit for twenty
points.
Steers sold for $17.73 to $19 on the St.
Louis National Stockyards market this
week.
30 Years Ago
Murray's dark fired tobacco market will
open January 2 on the four Murray loose
leaf floors — Outland's, Growers, Farris,
and Doran's.
Deaths reported this week include
William Taylor McCallon, age 77, Mrs.
Tishie Elliott, age 75, Mrs. Dora Mae
Hutchens, age 60, Terry Travis Tidwell,
age 69, and Tom Downs, age 82.
Six homes for veterans have arrived on
the campus of Murray State College where
they were trucked from Charleston, Ind.,
to house student war veterans and their
families, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
MSC president.
Robert W. Hahs announces the
reopening of his office at the Keys-Houston
Clinic Hospital with his specialty being
internal medicine and pediatrics.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner and Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. (Sime) Burkeen observed their
53rd wedding anniversaries on December
18.
Marriages reported this week include
Miss Sallie Anne McMillen to A. Mac
Grisham on December 1.
40 Years Ago
THE WOVE to 61MPEACH SANTA
Chapter Eleven
By Robert J. Boyle
During the afternoon recess
of the impeachment trial of
Santa Claus. Juniperperper
saw Julia June in the Lobby.
"Hi, Julie June," he said to
her. "How would you like to
have lunch with me and
Jinkersnipes?" •
"I'd love to," she said. "But I
am afraid that I can't. I have to
return to the North Pole to-
night."
"Tonight, I thought you were
staying until the trial was
over," Juniperperper said.
"I did, too," Julia June said.
"But Santa might want to use
North Pole One on Christmas
eve instead of his sleigh so we
have to have it all checked out
before then."
"How will we get back?"
•linkersnipes said. "I don't
want to spend Christmas in
New York."
Julia June laughed and said.
"Don't fret, Santa is sending
North Pole Two down for you."
"Then we won't be able to go
out tonight." Juniperperper
said to Julia June.
"I'm afraid not," she replied.
"But there will be other nights,
other flights and other de-
lights."
"Gee," Juniperperper said.
''l wish we were going home
with you."
"Oh, it won't be long now,"
Julia June said. "I bet you'll be
back at the North Pole in a day
or two."
The three elves went into the
UN dining room and ordered
lunch. While they were eating,
D. Lightful Wynter and U. B.
Fruitful stopped by the table.
"Great work this morning,"
U. B. Fruitful said.
"Yes, I'm sure you will win,"
D. Lightful Wynter said.
"Thank you," Juniperperper
said. "But we still haven't won.
I'm confident but I don't trust
Evel Whone."
Jinkersnipes smiled and lift-
ed a spoonful of chicken gumbo
soup to his lips.
He started to sputter and
spurt.
L. L. Veal, manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association, said
the local dark fired tobacco market would
open on December 31.
The new pipe organ at the First
Methodist Church will be formally
dedicated on Sunday morning. Prof.
Warren Angell will be the organist.
Deaths reported this week include Pink
McCuiston, age 89, William H. Stone, age
83, Mrs. Lucinda Christiana Hutson, age
70, and S. Hicks, age 84.
The building for Kelly School in the
South Pleasant Grove community was
destroyed by fire on December 18, ac-
cording to M. 0. Wrather, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools. This was a
one room school with Miss Novie Orr as
the teacher.
Let's Stay Well
The incidence of canker sores
(aphthous ulcers) inside the
mouth is high. It is estimated
that at any given time, at least 20
per cent of the population are
affected by these small ulcers.
Canker sores occur on the
mucous membranes inside the
mouth, including the cheeks lips.
roof and floor of the mouth,
tongue, and gums The ulcera-
tive lesion is small, flat, and
whitish, surrounded by a red
border It may develop in a few
hours and is often preceded by
tingling, tenderness, or in-
creased sensitivity at the site in
the mouth where the canker sore
will eventually appear The area
also may be painful with a burn-
ing sensation prior to ulceration.
The cause of canker sores is
unknown. They tend to run in
families, indicating evidence of
inherited susceptibility. Berms
armies- viralinfection has been
ittminattid ag a (Inge--; but • a
form' of strflotoceccie; is often
foetid associated with canker
SOWS
Canker Sores
By F.J.L. Blasmgame, MAY
Lowered body resistance con-
tributes to the occurence of
canker They can appear during
periods of exhaustion, emotional
stress. , and tension. For example,
women are more susceptible to
them just prior to menstruation.
Trauma of the mucous
membranes from biting the
cheeks or tongue, hard foods, in-
correct toothbritshing. or ill-fit-
ting dentures can bring on
ulcerations. Ealing an excess of
such foods as citrus fruits.
melons, tomatoes, wine, and
chocolate. appears to precipitate
canker sores in some persons.
Canker sores have a life-cycle
of five to nine days, healing
gradually and spontaneously as
symptoms, including severe
pain, slowly disappear
While effective mean.s to pre-
vent or cure canker sores are not
yet available, ttle pain of
affected areas often can be im-
proved. Brushing the teeth with
toothpowder or paste will often
dissolve away the mucus, includ-
ing that over the ulcer. Using a
mouthwash or holding an
aspirin tablet against the canker
sore may bring some relief of
troublesome symptoms. A
relatively new medication, Pros-
eget. may be beneficial. A small
amount of this clear gel can be
applied directly from the tube to
the inflamed area in the mouth
or squeezed onto a finger or
swab
Avoiding stress, fatigue, and
agents that irritate the lining of
the mouth may avert the occur-
rence of canker sores.
Q. Mrs. EN complains that
Frequent bouts of bladder infec-
tion trouble her after having in-
tercourse and would like sugges-
tions for management
A l( you have not done so
alreayd. you should see your
physician about this recurrent
problem fine effective method
of treatment he may prescribe is
a single dose of a sulfa drug or
an antibiotic to be taken im-
BLASINGAME
mediately following coitus. This
treatment is usually followed for
one year and then discontinued,
only to be restarted if the attacks
begin again. If the medication
you try is not effective, a urine
culture may be required to
determine the kind of bacteria
causing your trouble Then, you
can change to a medication that
is effective.
Q Mrs. AM 's nephew has
cryptorchidism and wonders
what it means.
A. Your nephew has an uncles-
cended testicle. During in-
trauterine life, the testicles




testes pass th ough„ the ab-
dominal wall into the scrotum:1
When tether or both fail to des.'
cend to proper position, the pee,
sat is said to have eryptorehttfr—
ism It leads to a greater inci-- ,
dunce of malignancy of the testi-
cle or to the possibility of sterility
if left untreated
He started to sputter and spurt?
"What's wrong, what's
wrong?" Julia June asked.
"Are you choking on the gumbo
in the soup."
"Gosh all swaps," Jinker-
snipes said. "This soup is
sour."
He glanced up and saw Hal
D. Lemon's son "Rancid" leav-
ing the kitchen.
"I bet Rancid Lemon put
something sour in my soup,"
Jinkersnipes said. "He's a peel
off the old skin all right."
Rancid Lemon walked by the
table and with a sneer said,
"Enjoy your soup, elves."
"Don't worry about him,"
Julia said. "I'm sure Santa saw
that trick on his superscopes
and Rancid won't get any toys
for Christmas."
"You're right," said Juniper-
perper. "We have enough to
fret about without worrying
about Rancid Lemon."
After finishing their lunch.
Julia June said, "Well, I must
leave now." She leaned over
and gave Juniperperper a pat
on the arm
"I'll be seeing you," she
"Have a good flight, Julia
June."
After Julia June left, Jink-
ersnipes said to Juniperperper,
"I thin's she looks something
like Natalie Wood, don't you?"
"Somewhat, I guess," Juni-
perperper said. "But to me she
is Julie June who looks like Ju-
lia June."
The two elves walked back to
the UN hearing room.
"I wonder who Evel Whone
will call this afternoon," Juni-
perperper said.
"I don't know," Jinkersnipes
replied. "But we're ready for
him."
The witness called by Evel
Whone surprised the whole as-
sembly.
"I call Santa Claus to the
stand," Evel Whone said.
Juniperperper stood up and
said, "I object, I object."
"What do you object to?"
'Dag Whood asked.
"Santa is not present in this
room," Juniperperper said.'
"He decided not to appear be-
cause he has much work to do.
If he came here he wouldn't be
able to have toys ready by
Christmas."
"Ah, ha," Evel Whone said.
"I knew that Santa wouldn't
have the courage to face us in
this trial. This alone proves
that he is guilty as charged and
I ask you to find him guilty
immediately."
"I object, I object," Jinker-
snipes said.
"You, too," Dag Whood said.
"What do you object to?"
"Evel Whone knows that the
UN charter does not require
Santa Claus or any defendant
to appear," Jinkersnipes said.
"And as co-counsel, I object to
Evel Whone's method to make
Santa look bad."
"He is looking bad without
my help," Evel Whone said.
Juniperperper stood up and
said, "Your honor, will you in-
struct Evel Whone to behave
himself."
The judge looked down at
the elves and at Evel Whone
and replied, "Evel Whone, you
know the rule and I believe you
are trying to use evil ways to
influence members of the UN. I




But he knew that he had
made some bad points against
Santa. Some members of the
UN whispered among them-
selves, "Why isn't Santa
here?"
Juniperperper said, "Thank
you, your honor. I just hope
that the honorable ladies and
gentlemen here can overlook
the implications made by Evel
Whone here today. It is unfair
to Santa. Why he is busy get-
ting toys ready for boys and
girls; toys which will go to even
the children of the delegates
here today."
"I object to that," Evel
Whone said. "Juniperperper is
trying to influence the case."
The judge rapped his gavel.
"Let's get on with the case,"
he ordered."Evel Whone, call
your next witness."
"I rest my case." Evel
Whone said.
Now it was Juniperperper's
turn to prove Santa innocent.
The judge, Dag W hood, said,
"In the view of the late hour.
I'll recess this trial until tomor-
row. Then, Juniperperper, it
will be your turn."
(More Tomorrow)
replied, "Yes,
Writer Shocked At Malawa Incidents
By George Banderra
Rt. 8, Murray
Another page of shocking inhumanity
against a defenseless minority is being
recorded in the East African country of
Malawi. It is a record that reeks of
beastliness, of insensibility to any stan-
dards of human compassion or decency.
The following material presents a sad
picture of what humans can do to fellow
humans, even people of their own race and
nationality.
Today in Malawi there are over 30,000
Jehovah's Witnesses; a people who are
law abiding and conscientious in their
dealings with others. But in Malawi, since
September of 1975, the majority of these
30,000 Christian people have been sub-
jected to a reign of terror by the govern-
ment of that country. As of this writing, the
majority of their homes have been burned,
their businesses burned or destroyed.
They have been robbed of their few
remaining possessions, and their children
have been taken from them. They are
being beaten, thrown into concentration
camps similar to those of Nazi Germany,
and women are being raped at will.
For what reason you might ask? Are
they a threat to any country because of
their Christian beliefs? Are they in any
way revolutionists or subversive
terrorists? If you know or have had con-
tact with any of Jehovah's Witensses, you
know the answer to this question. You may
not agree with all their beliefs, but you
know them to be a peaceable people, who
respect the law, and who work for the
betterment of humanity. The indignities,
though, that are heaped upon them are for
one reason alone, because they are non-
political.
As Christians they abide by the scrip-
tural injunction set out by Christ Jesus at
John 15:17-19, as being "no part of the
world." Because of their conscientious
stand on this issue, they refuse to purchase
a political party card which would make
them a member of "the Malawi Congress
Party." So they are treated with less
consideration than most humans grant
animals.
The following true experience will assist
the readers of this article to obtain a true
picture of what has taken place in Malawi:
"Kanchenche northwest of Lilongwe;
August 31, 1975: Members of the Youth
League attack Jehovah's Witnesses. Then
men are knocked to the ground and the
Youth Leaguers trample on their necks.
The women are stripped and beaten and
, the Youth Leaguers use torches to burn the
hair of their genital areas. Local women
share in beating them. Five married
Witness women are raped. One young girl
of seventeen is raped by three different
men. Those taking the lead in this per-
secution: Malawi Congress Party Area
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Chairman Yowase Kapuluia of Lundu
village; Kanjaye, the son of Billyati of
Thandaza village; Asedi Chavesi, the son
of Chilomba village, and Benala Mtsukwa
of Msanda village."
When these incidents are reported to the
authorities, the witnesses are told, "The
Government is ours. You go to God, if
there is one, and ask him to come and help
you."
Though concerned and distressed by the
inhuman treatment heaped upon them in
Malawi, Jehovah's Witnesses are not
shaken in their faith or their determination
to hold to Christian principles. They are
encouraged by the words of the Apostle
Peter at 1 Peter 4:12-13, "Beloved ones, do
not be puzzled at the burning among you,
which is happening to you for a trial, as
though a strange thing were befalling you.
On the contrary, go on rejoicing for as
much as you are sharers in the sufferings
of the Christ."
Surely those now persecuted in Malawi
merit the sincere prayers of all those
having faith in god and in Righteousness.
If you are truly concerned about the things
going on in that country you may write to
the following officials in Malawi and let
them know your feeling:
The Honourable R. A. Banda, S. C., M.
P., Minister of Jusitce and Attorney
General and Minister of Local Govern-
ment, Private Bag 333, LILONGWE,
Malawi, Central Africa.
You may wonder what benefit your
letters to the head of Malawi would have.
The leaders of the African Countries are
very concerned with the *Mari that
people of the Western World hayed them.
If they are aware that they are subject to
adverse publicity by people in this coun-
try; perhaps they will lessen the severe
treatment of Jehovah's Witensses in
Malawi.
For detailed accounts regarding the
atrocities being carried on in Malawi, just
ask any one of Jehovah's Witnesses for a
copy of "Awake" magazine Dec. 8, 1975
issue.




REP. JAMES J. BLANCHARD tMIch. I
Speaker, it is about time the House
of Representatives faced the issue of
school busing squarely. In my opinion, the
only effective way to face this issue
squarely is by adopting a constitutional
amendment to prohibit forced busing and
preserve neighborhood schools...
"Unfortunately, too many of our leaders
feel that someone else should resolve the
busing issue.. .or that the issue of busing
will go away...
"Today a majority of the members of
the Democratic Cocus voted to table
consideration of a resolution calling for a
constitutional amendment to prohibit
busing.. .1 voted against tabling the
resolution...
"Several weeks ago President Ford
stated he opposes a constitutional
amendment to prohibit busing. I believe
both the majority in the caucus and the
President are ignoring the reality of this
most serious issue. The busing issue will
not be resolved by someone else and will
not go away.. Concern over busing is
spreadfng, net receding, and it will con-
tinue to do so until we adopt a con-
stitutional amendment.
"We cannot wait for the courts to come
to their senses or wait for someone elst, to
Congressional Record
CRUMP
grapple with the great issues of the day.
We were elected to do that. Let us do it."
REP. Ms CARDUSS COLLINS 4111.5
''...Mr. Speaker, this morning the House
Democratic Caucus convened to consider
a resolution which if adopted would have
directed the House Judiciary Committee
to draft a constitutional amendment
against forced busing and report it to the
House floor within 30 days...
"Busing, once primarily a conservative-
liberal, North-South issue debated on
racial grounds, now cuts across
traditional, party, regional, and
philosophical lines.
'I am pleased that the party's attitude
toward this matter reflected by the vote of
172 yeas and 96 noes to table this
resolution.
"I commend the caucus for recognizing
the busing issue for what it is—a non-issue
unsupported by evidence or rational





Forced busing is not new Many farents,
Dyer tile years,' have always resented
hating their Small chfildren bused to a
distant Consolidated school. However,
forced to achieve racial balance has
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Extending ear thank, and heartfeh prayers for a













Right up our alley!
Being able to wish our loyal friends ...




sing out the Christmas
message, we greet our friends





The nation's police and
highway patrolmen, along
with the National Safety
Council, are a patient lot. For
years they have been at-
tempting to educate the
American motorist against
the twin pitfalls of drinking
and driving.
So far the warnings have
gone pretty much unheeded.
And each Christmas holiday
period finds just as many or
more motorists making it to
the jailhouse on drunk driv-
ing charges.
If they were fortunate, they
were arrested before they be-
came involved in an accident.
Drunk driving coupled with a
crash which injures or kills
can become a penitentiary of-
fense.
Quistmas seems to draw
out the drunk drivers — or at
least those who drive under
the influence of alcohol —
probably because it's that
time of year when Americans
often like to push aside their
problems and enjoy a little
Yule companionship — with
fellow workers, friends, even
relatives.
When the fun is over they
have to get home somehow,
and so does their automobile.
So the two go together and the
trouble starts.
Looking at the Cfestrnas
holidays, National Safety
Council traffic manager Don
Lhotka cautions that often
"the good cheer imbibed at a
friend's home sets the stage
for tragedy on the highway."
Half of all traffic deaths, he
says, are alcohol-related.
That makes alcohol the
greatest single contributing
factor in the traffic fatality
picture.
"Ideally," says Lhotka,
"motorists who have to drive
should not drink, and motor-
ists who intend to drink
should not plan to drive.
"But from a practical
standpoint we know many
motorists will be drinking
and driving over this holiday
season. Consequently, the
most realistic defense motor-
ists can take against alcohol-
related traffic accidents is to
understand what alcohol is
and what effect it has on
them; to know their limita-
tions and stay within them."
In most states Lhotka
points out, a driver is pre-
sumed to be intoxicated when
his blood contains .10 per cent
or more alcohol. To get to
that level, most people would
have to drink five to six
ounces of 90-proof liquor in an
hour.
"However, driving ability
starts to suffer and the driv-
er's chances of having an ac-
cident greatly increase well
before he reaches the legal
limit."
Traffic statistics show in-
creased accident probability
starts at .04 per cent alcohol
content in the blood. For most
drivers, that percentage
would represent one-and-a-
half to two-and-a-half drinks
in an how. By the time a
driver gets to the legal limit,
Utotka says, he is at least six
times more likely to have an
accident than before he took
the first drink.
Spacing drinks an hour
apart and eating. a hearty
meal before imbibing are two
ways to help stay out of trou-
ble on the highway, according
to Lhotka•
d
n the midst of the
holiday flurry and
fun, we want to take
time to wish all our
friends a Chtistmas
of special delights. Thanks all.
Grecian Steak House
Murray, Ky. & Aurora, Ky.
Jams
Christ
Thank you at this holiday season for your
friendship and understanding. May the Spirit of
Christmas light your way in peace and goodwill.
Purdom it, Thurman Insurance
& Real Estate
7534451
Sending hearty wishes for an
delectable things to fill your
stockings to overflowing.




The spirit of Christmas is everywhere
filling the world with happiness and joy.
We hope your holiday is brimming
wit' all good_things !t•








Few things provide as
many hours of pure en-
joyment on Christmas Day as
a record.
No matter how old or how
young the recipient may be,
it's always a thrill to tear off
the wrapping and find the
latest release by a favorite
artist or group sealed inside.
A random check of a few of
the larger record companies
indicates that the albums
scheduled to be released for
the holidays should feature
something for everyone from
Stevie Wonder to Perry
Como, from Joan Baez to
Syreeta and from Chick
Corea to the English
Chamber Orchestra.
A & M Records reports it
has scheduled new LPs by




Joan Baez, Joe Cocker, Sean
Philips and Quincy Jones for
release during the holidays.
In addition, A & M is also
launching its new jazz label,
Horizon, around the same
time.
The folks over at Mercury
Records are very excited
about their scheduled holiday
releases and well they should
be for they include Johnny
Rodriquez, Spirit, Bachman-




T. Hall, The Flock and the
Ohio Players,
From the good people at
RCA Records come some
beautiful Christmas sounds
led off by a new John Denver
album and followed closely
with Yuletide LPs by Jose
Feliciano, Chet Atkins, Henry
Mancini, Floyti Cramer,
Perry Corno, Charlie Pride,
Elvis Presley, Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston Pops, Mario
Lanza and the Robert .Shaw
Chorale to name a few.
United Artists Records has
a Bobby Goldsboro Christ-
mas LP set plus a series of
double record soul, }au and
R & B releases on UA's Blue
Note label by the likes of
Chick Corea, Herbie Nichols,
T-Bone Walker, Paul Horn,
The Jazz Crusaders, Fats
Navarro and others.
Motown Records plans to
have a blockbuster package
of new albums to entice
Christmas shoppers leading
off with the great Stevie




Jermaine Jackson and a best
of Michael Jackson LP.
Capitol Records plans to
have a series of new and
reprise albums for Christrruts
shoppers. Among their
reissues are some great
seasonal LPs by Nat King
Cole, Tennessee Ernie Ford,
Frank Sinatra, Glen Camp-
bell and The Lettermen.
On 'Capitol's Angel label
are some classical issues
such as "The Nutcracker
Suite" by Andre Previn and
the London Symphony Or-





the Kings College Choir and












MERRy ChRiSTMAS To All
We've asked Santa to deliver good cheer,
happy times, and our heartiest
wishes to show our appreciation for your





Christmas fined with happy moments
shared with loved ones. Thanks to all.
Shoemaker Seed Company
P0 lee 468 - Murray. Ky 420 fl
Indus Mai Rood
friends for allowing us to serve you.
QREETriNCIS
We wish for you a Holiday filled with
lots of "good old fashioned cheer",
and thank you for your patronage . .
this merry time of year! Merry Christmas!
Ryan Milk Company, Inc.
tag (bpsimi P. O. Sot Ill
Noe 153-3011
Nnay, Kentocky
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Kentucky Saves Skin With Win
Over Georgia Tech Last Night
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) -
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall is
afraid that his team has let
down too much and Oregon
State Coach Ralph Miller hopes
his team can keep rolling as the
two meet in tonight's




"There's nothin' we could tell
'em," Hall said after Kentucky
saved its skin with a 66-64
victory over Georgia Tech
Friday night in the first round.
"They knew they let down and
we just hope they go back to
their dormitory rooms and
think over their performance."
Kentucky built a 21-point lead
in the first half, completely
overshadowing Tech, but was
hard-pressed to win at the end.
Oregon State never was far in
front and also had to put off a
last minute effort, by previously
undefeated Arizona State, to
win 87-83.
Kentucky and Oregon State
meet about 9 p.m. EST tonight
for the championship that
Kentucky has nearly
monopolized in the last two
decades, after Arizona State
and Georgia Tech play for third
place.
Oregon State had a 42-40
halftime lead and expanded it to
nine after 10 minutes of the
second period, but had to hold
off an Arizona State charge that
brought the Sun Devils within 3
points near the end.
Don Smith scored 73 points to
spark Arizona State while
Rocky Smith added 15 and
Lonnie Shelton 14 for the win-
ners. And Coach Miller had high
praise for Tim Hennessy, who
caine off the bench to put in 12
points.
The contest was "probably
the greatest game of Hen-
nessy's career," Miller said.
"That's probably the basic
reason why we won. I hope he
can remember how he did it
tomorrow night."
Kentucky, led by Rick Ftobey
with 18 points and Jack Givens
with 14, roared to a 41-24 lead in
its opening game, and appeared
to have it made.
"We came up here to play
against a legend and we were a
little bit nervous," said Georgia
Tech Coach Dwane Morrison.
Nervous or not, his
Yellowjackets hit a blistering
64.3 per cent of their field goal
shots in the second half to
outgun Kentucky by half a
percentage point and lose by
only two points.
"The last 25 minutes of the
game was just, beyond
comprehension," Kentucky
Coach Hall said. "The
emotional instability of this
team was evident.
"When we saw it was going to
be easy, we letup. And when we
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Wishes to thank the businesses
and people for their help and sup-
-port- and wish -et Merry Chr ctS
and Happy New Year to oil
club," he said.
"We can beat Oregon State if
we play like we did early
against Georgia Tech, but we'll
get beatty 40 if we play like we




By The Associated Press
EAST
Syracuse 90, Penn St. 82
Buffalo 85, lone 76
Duquesne 89, Gannon 73
Cheyney Sr 67 Winsion•Salem
65
Fla. St. 78, S. Fla. 71
NE. La 84, S. Ala. 81
SOUTH
Urbana 91, Wilmington 75
W. Va. St. 74. Hanover 61
Kent St. 116, Delaware 82
Alcorn Sr. 106, Biscayne 74
SE. La. 81. McNeese 75
Dillard 106, Flsk 98
MIDWEST
Northwestern 98, Mankato SI
86
Jamestown 74, Northern 66
Quincy Col., Ill. 84, Winona 61
Milton 82, Northland 79





Tex. West 71, Phillips 62
Ark. St 88, Hardin.Simmons
73
Dallas Bapt 59, Okla. Sept
56, OT
Ark. Monticello 99, Millsaps
56
FAR WEST
New Mexico 85, Portland St
82
Wyoming 57, Cal Santa Bar
bare 49
Brigham Young 85, Nevada
Reno 76
N. Arizona 9/, S. Utah 88
San Diego St. 78, U San Diego
62
New Mexico St.. 104, Denver
100
Boise St. at Cal St. Fullertcn,
ppd. fog
Westminster, Utah 66, W
Montana 59
Idaho 82, Regis Col. 75
Southern Cal 101, Howard 74
George Fox 78, E Oregon 65
Chapman Col. 88, John Brown
76





Long Bach St 80, Wash St
74
Miss. St 56, Dayton 5.4
WIETViCarollna Classic
Semifinals
Lenoir Rhyne 73, Pfeiffer 71




Tennessee 99, Army 69
Clemson 82, Middle Tenn. 46
Indiana Classic
Flit Round
Indiana 93, Georgia 56
Va Tech 87, Oregon 60
Youngstown Classic
First Round
Akron 57, St. Francis, NY 54




Kentucky 66, Ga. Tech 64








Kansas 63, Yale 54
LaSalle 59, Texas A71.6.4 57
Cable Car Classic
Flit Round
San Francisco 98, Oral Rob
!ITS 76
Providence 73, Santa Clara 66
Sun Bawl Tournament
First Round
SMU 87, Auburn 85,01




Michigan 74, S III 49
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High lot Santa (HC)
OA'
In the spirit of love and
Peace, Christmas comes
to bring vs













Tabbed As Super Bowl 1X1/2
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Some fans are calling it Super
Bowl 1X1/2, a preview of the
National Football League
championship game next Jan.
18 in Miami. Chuck Knox might
be calling it a lot worse before
the final gun sounds.
Knox is the head coach of the
Los Angeles Rams, a collection
of walking wounded that faces
the defending champion Pitt-
sburgh Steelers tonight in Los
Angeles. He doesn't have a
roster. He has a hospital at-
tendance chart.
And he's got to send a squad
filled out with second-liners
against a club he calls
'awesome, the hottest team in
football right now. If the
Steelers, have a weakness, I
haven't seen it."
In today's other games it was
Minnesota at Buffalo and
Denver at Miami. On Sunday
it's New Fjagland at Baltimore,
San Diego at Cincinnati, St.
Louis at Detroit, Dallas at the
New York Jets, Kansas City at
Oakland, Philadelphia at
Washington, Atlanta at Green
Bay, Cleveland at Houston,
Chicago at New Orleans and the
New York Giants at San
Francisco.
Rams' quarterback James
Harris figures to be on the
bench, nursing his sore
shoulder, while Ron Jaworski
calls the signals. Running back
Lawrence McCutcheon will be
the only front-liner in the Rams'
backfield With Jim Bertelsen
gone for the year due to knee
surgery, Rob Scribner will be
the other starting back. And
with John Cappelletti sidelined
by mononucleosis, Cullen
Bryant and Rod Phillips are the
reserve runners. If things really
get tough, Scribner might end
up doing the quarterbacking.
Coach Chuck Noll of the
Steelers says he'll start all his
healthy players. That's just
about everyone, maybe even
including defensive tackle Joe
Greene. But he figures to go
with reserve quarterbacks
Terry Hanratty and Joe Gilliam
Timekeeping Controversy Mars
North's Win In Blue-Gray Game
MONTGOMERY, Ala. ( AP)
- It was a long bomb that won
the game. But it was a short
clock that resulted in the
biggest blast.
A controversy over time-
keeping Friday night
overshadowed the last-minute
51-yard touchdown pass by New
Mexico's Steve Myer that gave
the favored North squad a 14-13
victory over the South in the
annual Blue-Gray All-Star
Classic.
The flap over the clock began
when the first quarter was
shortened from 15 minutes to 12,
the timekeeper explaining that
the independent network
telecasting the event had
requested the change.
Then, with the North
mounting a drive in the fourth
quartet-, there were changes
from angry South players that
the game was being slowed
down.
Bill Moseley, assistant
general manager of the Blue-
Gray game, admitted the time-
juggling and sympathized with
the anguish of the South.
"They have a right to be
disappointed," he said during
the final period. "The TV folks
wanted to shorten the game and
it was getting over too quick, so
they're trying to stretch it out."
. The network had no comment
on the time changes.
Tight ball control by quar-
terback Scott Gardner of
Virginia, the game's Most
Valuable Player, and a stingy
defense kept the North
scoreless until the controversial
last period.
Minnesota's Dexter Pride
South Carolina To Meet
Miami (OH) In Tangerine
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) -
South Carolina sent its
flamboyant, wide-open offense
against the conservative
running attack of Miami of Ohio
in the Tangerine Bowl today.
Although his team was a four-
point favorite, Miami Coach
Dick Crum said he expected his
defense to have a tough af-
ternoon. "We never see any
veers in the Midwest, but South
Carolina has played against a
lot of I formations," he said
Friday.
However, South Carolina
Coach Jim Carlen was quick to
disagree. "Let me tell you
something about Miami," he
said. "They can play against
anything and their record shows
it. Personnel wins games, not
Formations. And they've got the
personnel on defense, a
category we haven't done well
in all year."
Miami, the Mid-American
Conference champion, held its
opponents to 213.9 yards a game
while rolling up a 341.5-yard
average during its 10-1 season.
The Gamecocks, 7-4, allowed
much more on defense, 414.2
yards a game. But their
explosive offense generated
431.5 yards a ame.,
Crum said the Miami defense
was keyed to stop the
Gamecock's scrambling
quarterback, senior Jeff
Grantz, who rushed for 579
yards and passed for 1,587
yards. Grantz also could give
the ball to Kevin Long and
Clarence Williams, both 1,000-
yard rushers this season.
Leading Miami's offense was
quarterback Sherman Smith,
who ran for 938 yards and 11
touchdowns and tailback Rob
Carpenter, who rushed for 1,022
yards and 11 scores.
Bowl officials expected a
capacity crowd of 20,500.
TENNIS
MEXICO CITY - Jimmy
Connors defeated Marcelo Lars
of Mexico 6-2, 6-1, 3-6, 4-6, 7-5,
but Mexico's Raul Ramirez
defeated Brian Gottfried 6-1, 6-
4, 6-2 to even the score at 1-1 in
the North American Zone finals
of the 1976 Davis Cup
eliminations.
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plunged for one yard for the
North's first tally with only 5:37
left on the clock. Myer hit Bill
Singler of Stanford for the
second score with only 31
seconds remaining.
The South scored on a one-
yard dive by quarterback Phil
Rogers of Virginia Tech and on
a pair of field goals by Bubba
Hicks of Baylor. One of the
boots, a 40-yarder, equalled a
Blue-Gray record for the
longest field goal.
Gardner, the South's No. 1
quarterback, kept the North off
balance for most of the game,
mixing passing and running
plays in the near freezing
weather.
With the ball hard to handle in
the frigid conditions, the North
stayed on the ground for much
of the game, despite the
presence of San Diego State's
Craig Penrose, who led the
nation in passirkg this season.
in the second half in place of
Terry Bradshaw.
As with Los Angeles, a victory
by Minnesota would assure the
Vikings of a home-field playoff
opener. Of equal note, though, is
the number of records that
could tumble in the game.
Quarterback Fran Tarkenton
is within reach of some NFL
marks. He needs one more
touchdown pass to match John
Unitas' career total of 290. And
with every pass he completes,
he extends his own NFL record
of 2,906 career completions.
Running back Chuck
Foreman, leading the National
Conference with 108 points and
63 pass receptions, needs only 15
yards on the ground to reach the
1,000-yard rushing mark for the
season.
O.J. Simpson of the Bills has
rushed for 1,760 yards this
season, leaving him 243 short of
his NFL record of 2,003 set in
1973. It's unlikely he'll gain that
much-but 104 yards would give
him the second-best single-
season rushing mark, moving
him ahead of Jim Brown's 1,863
yards in 1963. Simpson, is also
one touchdown shy of Gale
Sayers' mark of 72.
The Dolphins were in a "must
win" game to stay alive in the
playoff chase. But a victory has
to be combined to losses by
either Baltimore or Cincinnati











• Lifetime guarantee - If a
tool breaks in normal
use, simply return it to
us for a free replace-
ment.
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208 E. Main Phone 753-3381
HOLIDAY CHEER 
Please accept the sincere thanks of the Murray Bowl- Club
for the outstanding support and cooperation of so manv
which made the Rotary Christmas parade a success.
Our Best wishes .for ii most pleasant 1101idav Seasion











































Chicago Bulls Return To Form
And Gun Down Lakers 104-91
By The Associated Press
The lowly Chicago Bulls are
one big happy family again
after getting their enforcer
back.
"We knew today was going to
be a big day," Coach Dick
Motto said after they gunned
*nen the Los Angeles Lakers
104-91 Friday night. "It was our
target day to get going. The
return of Jerry Sloan was like
welcoming back a member of
the family."




wallet, the young mans
choice. Pockets and window
section accommodate a
host of credential cards,
credit cards, photos, etc
Handsomely crafted in fin-





had missed 13 games with a leg
injury. He scored only six points
but provided the inspinitional
lift while six others, led by John
Laskowski's 19 points, tallied in
double figures. The Bulb, who
hadn't won at home since Nov. 1
and had dropped 17 of their last
19 outings, snapped a six-game
National Basketball Association
losing streak.
Elsewhere in the NBA, Boston
turned back New York 120-112,
Philadelphia nipped Detroit 115-
114 in overtime, Buffalo
trounced Washington 104-88,
Houston downed Atlanta 113-
107, Cleveland shaded Phoenix
128-124 in double overtime and
Seattle whipped New Orleans
113-102.
Celtics 120, Knicks 112
Backcourt partners Charlie
Scott and JoJo White combined
for 52 points-Scott hits season-
high 32-as Boston streaked to
its eighth consecutive victory.
The Celtics led all the way in
defeating the Knicks for the 10th
consecutive time over the last
two seasons.
76ers 115, Pistons 114
George McGinnis tied the
score on a 20-foot shot with one
second left in regulation time,
then put Philadelphia in front
for good on a three-point play
with 1:45 left in overtime and
finally hit what proved to be the
winning basket with 36 seconds
to go. He finished with a game-
high 28 points.
Braves 104, Bullets 88
Randy Smith scored 26 points
and Bob McAdoo returned to the
Buffalo line-up and contributed
22. The Braves grabbed the lead
for good with a 10-point streak
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Open Until 6 p.m. Dec. 24
Closed Christmas Day
Frosty the snow man and we,
hope all your holidays are
happy days! Heartfelt wishes




Rockets 113, Hawks 107
Rudy Tomjanovich scored 26
points to lead Houston, which
shot 59 per cent from the field in
the first half and built a 63-50
lead. Atlanta closed the gap to
95-93 midway through the final
period but the Rockets
outscored the Hawks 14-4 in the
next four minutes.
Cavaliers 128, Suns 124
Jim Cleamons sank two foul
shots with 12 seconds to go as
Cleveland eked out a double
overtime victory. It was the
sixth straight triumph for the
Cavaliers, tying the club
record, but Coach Bill Fitch
wasn't around to see the end of
it. He was ejected when he was
hit with two technical fouls with
1:41 to go in the fourth period.
SuperSonics 113, Jazz 102
Herm Gilliam, starting his
first game for Seattle, scored 12
of his game-high 24 points in the
final quarter. Mike Bantam,
recently acquired from
Phoenix, also had his most
productive night as a Sonic with
13 rebounds and 21 points, seven
in the final period. Otto Moore




Lou. Atherton 46, Jeff. Seneca 44
Jeff. Ballard 61, Jeff. Waggoner 411
Jeff. Butler 75, Lou. blamed 29
Jeff. Fairdale 38, Jeff. Thomas Jefferson
32
Lou. Iroquois 47, Jeff. Doss 42
Jeffersontown 41, Jeff. Durrett 36
Trimble Co. 49, Kentucky Country Day 19
Jeff. Valley 47, Lou. Angela Merle( 41
Jeff. Westport 51, Lou. Preisniation 44
Ashland 0, Ashland Holy Family 29
Malan Co. 53, Monticello 43
Onistian Co. 34, Henderson Co. 31
South Hopkins 63, Madisonville 53
Trimble Co. 59, Owen Co 19
"Man LA.. mato.t.el
Cloosetaronspahir
Shelby Co. 43, Anderson Co. 39
Woodford Co. 66, Frankfort 43
11;:;e71-Chi.;, Green County 73
Danville 64, Estill Co. 62
Lex.Cathobc NI, Harrodsburg 91
Hart Co. 57, Glasgow 63
clay ca.n, Laurel Co.75
Allen Co. 76, Cumberland Co 68
CLarkCo.t4, Paris II
=Neon 53, Cumberland 51
„Dorton 54
Newport Cattalic$7. Coy. Catholic 57
Canned! 06.117, Dian Heights $7






Grant 51, Anderson Co. 53
Warren East 64, Larne Co. 66
Green 71, Metcalfe Co. 49
13, Addend Holy Family 34
McCreary Coll, Somerset SI
Knox Central 67, Whitley Co. 4/1
Casey Co. 57, Marion Co 44
Union Co. 7t, Henderson Co. 62
Betsy al, Pikeville 57wo
_ _00.111,FrlIo Co.52
asIbrd 111"Itan co. 67
Oral Os, le, losanddset 110
s' 149141114::1 C1Mob. •2:M Co. 53






Mini Central $7, Bardstown 43
Burnside $5, Shopville 53
Casey Co. 57, Marion Co.44
Caverns 64, Adair Co. 63
Carbon SO, Middlesboro It
East Hardin 75, Taylor Co. It
Eminence 111, Henry Co. 46
Hancock Co. 71, Whiter/ilk Trinity 13
Lea _Henry Clay 71, Richmond Madison 70
Prestonsburg 67, Louise 44
Rumellville 64, Tompkinsville 114
Washington Co.51, Lincoln Co_ 4a
Lou. Ballard III, Lou. Waggoner Si
Lou. Eastern 73, Ian. Westport (3
Elizabethtown 77, Lou St Xavier 74
Lou. Iroquois 74, Lou. Doss 63
Jeffersontown 73, Lou Durrett 70
Lou. Manual 53, Lou. Baler 51
Los.51oore 76, Fern Creek 65
North Hardin 15, Valley 71
Saab Central, Ind. 51, LOU. Beth Haven 52
UAL Thomas Jenerson 71, Fairdale 54
I4r...141ren
Colderell Co. 61, Dawson Springs (its?)
Wen Boykine 711, South Hopkins 64 Is?)
Wheelwrtght 73, Breathitt Co. WI (SF)
Wolfe Co 114. Knott Co CR09111166 (SF)
Ironton, Ohio Se, Green up Co 41(F)
Russell 70. Fairview 50 ( 3rd
May every happi-
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Ilie Nastase's recent conquest of a sluggish and apprently
disinterested Bjorn Borg to the Grand Prix Masters 
final
culminated what has been a very long and interesting 
year in
MINI'S tennis.
1975 manifested all the main ingredients that have ma
de
tennis perhaps the most popular spectator-participant spor
t
in the country.
There were so many attractions, so much quality play by
so many different players that the most difficult thing to d
o
now is to ascribe rankings. We have the situation this year
where six individuals have at least some legitimate claim to
the number one spot.
But rather than do the inevitable injustice of ranking them,
I'm going to list the six who supplied most of the highlights
and luster, the sound and the fury in 1975, and let you decid
e
as you will:
-Arthur Ashe transcended his chronic choker stigma a
nd
won a profoundly personal battle to capture two of the thre
e
most prestigious and competitive torunaments in the wo
rld,
the World Championship at Tennis and Wimbledon 
(the
Grand Prix Masters is the other ). Not only did Ashe pro
vide
all aspiring black tennis players with someone to look u
p to
and emulate, he refreshingly demonstrated to the world o
f
sport that the winning athlete isn't necessarily and doe
sn't
have to be a jock. Don't be too surprised to see him on 
Capitol
Hill in ten years.
-Jimmy Connors, with his immature ( but innocuous and
even appealing) bravado and dash, conned the world on t
hree
separate occasions to take home to Mama Gloria 4
,000,000
dollars-the cumulative total from the trio of winner-
take-all
matches against Laver, Newcombe, and the recent mi
xed
doubles sortie with Chris Evert against Marty Ries
sen and
Billie Jean King. We even witnessed, to the delight of gr
and-
mothers everywhere and the chagrin of ex
-manager Bill
Riordan, a gradual maturing in Jimmy over the year. H
e at
long last consented to play Davis Cup, quit acting out 
Rior-
don's comic-book, cheap sport magazine conception
 of what
he should be, and even served up a compliment to a
rch-
enemy Donald Dell on national T. V. Perhaps the Connor
s
persona, more than any other single factor, was respons
ible
for the mass-media's increased focus on tennis during th
e
year.
Nastase - what can be said that hasn't been said
already about this guy? The mad Rumanian is the ultimat
e
character. Possessed with a talent and grace that kno
w no
equal, he is also possessed with a volatile temperament
 that
can be ignited by the least distraction-a photograp
her's
flashcube, the color of a spectator's dress, a rough pla
ce in
the court-causing him to rat, rave, gesticulate, invok
e the
darkest of melancholia or even tank a match which he d
id
against Orantes in Canada having become piqued over 
what
he perceived as an unjust line-call). But when he's
 in a
mellow mood and can corral his turbulent emotions, this la
t-
ter day incarnation of the Byronic hero can name the scor
e
against anybody else in the game as he incontrover
tibly
showed in winning the Grand Prix Mastcrs. Even though h
e
is prone to blatant excesses (his court antics cost him 
over
$7,000 in fines this year, you have to love him in all his
mischief.
-Guillermo Vitas, the laid-back tennis player-poet from
the Argentine, with his show-stopping topspin and poetr
y
that's looking for a U. S. publisher, enjoyed another suc-
cessful summer circuit. Bothered by a stomach ailment
early in the year, he came roaring back to finish as t
he
leading point getter in the Grand Prix and was a mere matc
h
point away from the Forest Hills final. He is unique in that h
e
can put the frequently absurd world of the 
tournament
player-all the exhausting travel and money grubbing, t
he
mindless questions from journalists and fans, the b
anal
hangers-on at the endless cocktail parties-he can put al
l of it
into perspective. He is one of the few who realizes that in t
he
final analysis, tennis is just another game. I'm particularly
anxious to procure a copy of his poetry: the Argentini
an
reviewers have suggested that it's even better than
 his
backhand.
-That curious Swedish amalgam of Marlon Bren
da,
James Dean and Teen Angel, Bjorn Borg by name,
 won the
French Open, successfully defended his title at the U
. S. Pro,
was runner-up to Ashe in the WCT finals, runner-u
p to
Nastase in the Grand Prix final and semi-finalist
 to Connors
at Forest Hills. Borg probably played in more t
ournaments
than any other player which may protend somet
hing about
his future. Though only 19, unless he abates 
his typically
gargantuan pace, he'll bum himself out before he
 reaches 22.
Anyone who saw the replay of the Masters fina
l knows what I
mean. Borg was listless and vaguely desponde
nt throughout
the match and in his desperation (or 
was it simply
anxiousness to get off the court and direct
 his attentions to
something else for a change) began imprud
ently rushing the
net on nearly every point, a tactic which he d
oesn't handle too
well. As he gets a little older and a little wiser
, I imagine he
will realize the illusiveness of the dema
nds the Swedish
people make on him and the demands he s
eems to make of
himself. The sooner he realises that you ca
n be a super-hero
only part of the time, the better and more
 lasting he will be.
-Manolo Orantes stunned the world when
 he disposed of
defending champion Jimmy Connors in the
 Forest Hills final
as if it were mere child's play. The per
sonable Spaniard en-
idYed a productive Grand Prix su
mmer, finishing second
only to Vitas in Grand Prix points. When he is 
on, he is a ver-
tuoso of the more delicate arts who, on 
a clay court, can
defuse all the big gunners with a beguiling eas
e. Jimmy Con-
nors will surely attest to that.
Though it really doesn't matter, here are
 the four other
players who would round out a conceivable
 World', Top Ten,
all of whom are on a level visibly below t
he first six: John
Newcombe, Tom Okker. Rod Laver and Raul R
amirez in that
order. The top doubles team was Nastase-Co
nnors and the
pleasant surprise of the year was the wond
erful Wotjek
Fibak of Poland (yes. that's right, Poland).
As far as the women were concerned, 1975
 featured a
recurrent reenactment of the Chris Evert Rolli
ng Thunder
Revue Inc. in which Ms Evert calmly, coldly 
and efficiently
disposed of all pretenders to her crown. With the
 notable ex-
ceptions of Billie .lean King at Wimbledon an
d on a few oc-
casions,- Evonne Cioolageng Cawley. nobody 
among the
women's ranks could touch her which reflects r
ather sadly on
the depleted state of women's tennis. If she doesn'
t get bored
or married to Jimmy Connors, Evert could easi
ly rule the
roost for the next ten ysars.
Well-Rested Nater Gives Superb
Performance To Lead Nets To Win
By The Amelakd Press
While most of the New York
Nets were playing themselves
Into near-exhaustion this week,
Swan Nater remained almost
invisible, which isn't easy when
you stand 6-foot-11 and weigh
240 pounds.
Nater saw only 36 minutes of
action, scoring two points and
pulling down 11 rebounds, in the
three previous games as the
Nets' weary way took them
from the friendly confines of the
Nassau Coliseum on Tuesday
night to Denver on Wednesday
night and to Virginia on
Thursday night, arriving only
hours before game time.
So Nater was well-rested
when the club returned home
Friday night. And the big center
came through with season highs
of 27 points and 27 rebounds in
37 minutes as the Nets defeated
the San Antonio Spurs 113-97.
Elsewhere in the American
Basketball Association,
Kentucky trounced Indiana 131-
116 and St. Louis crushed
Virginia 139-107.
"Thursday was the worst day
I've ever spent in pro
basketball," said Coach Kevin
Loughery. "I'm just glad I
didn't have to play in this game.
We needed a tremendous job
from Nater and I told him that
in the locker room before the
game."
Nater proved a good listener.
He connected on 13 of 16 shots
and held San Antone's Billy
Paultz-the man he was traded
for before the season-to 16
points and nine rebounds. A big
reason was that he stayed out of
Foul trouble.
"Usually I pick up three in a
row very early," he said. "I try
to block shots, to get rebounds,
to get position. If I try to stay
away from the action I don't
play a good game. I have to get
involved.
"It's just a matter of whether
the calls go with you or against
you. There probably were a lot
out there that could have been
called against me, but tonight
they went my way."
Colonels 131, Pacers 114
Bird Averitt and Artis
Gilmore paced Kentucky on a
run of 13 points early in the
fourh period. With Averitt
scoring on long jump shots mid










the Colonels broke open & tight
game. Gilmore paced a
balanced Kentucky attack with
24 points and 19 rebounds. Billy
Knight scored 33 for Indiana.
Spirits 120, Squires 117
Marvin Barnes scored a
season-high 38 points and
teamed with newcomer Cald-
well Jones to dominate the
boards. Barnes and Jones,
acquired from Kentucky this
week, each finished with 14
rebound's.
OTASCO TIMOTHY











Doors open at 1:00 p.m. Sun-
day afternoon. Sale begins at




During this 3-Hour Sale
1/2 Price
All Sales Not Finalized
By 4:30 Will Be Honored





'1 hank you is the hest
expression we know to
show our appreciat ion for





We especially appreciate the tremembes support
give. ow seismal Christmas Tree sale.
Murray Timist
k Is
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The Wise Men bore gifts from
afar.. but none more precious than
our gift of caring. In the spirit of
giving...our gratitude to you,
Wallace Book
Store
Those of you who are kind to our fine, feathered friends
all year 'round will want to add some extra holiday fare
to your bird feeder. Cranberries and popcorn make a spe-
cial treat as do small boxes of suet and seed.
Decorating a small tree near your house will provide
color for you, and nourishment for the birds. Here an, a
few suggestions for decorating your bird tree:
HOLIDAY DOUGHNUTS —
Loop colored ribbon through
the hole of a doughnut, and
add a sprig of holly berry.
Hang on tree with wire.
POPCORN STRINGS—String
popcorn onto 20 to 24 inch
lengths of heavy duty
thread. Hang, looped, onto
bird tree.
CRANBERRIES — Using
wire, string cranberries and
shape into a circle, leaving
a length of wire at the end,
to attach to the tree.
ORANGE HALVES — Cut
oranges in half. Make three
holes, equidistant, around
the edge of each half, about
1."2" down from edge. Push
ends of pipe cleaners
through each hole, secur-
ing firmly at lower end. At
top of pipe cleaners, twist all
three ends together tightly.
Using another pipe cleaner






and exchanges of corre-
spondence among or between
kinfolks, about this time of
year, have to do in large part
with (1) Christmas desires,
and (2) sizes for same. (Oh, I
know, by now we should have
heeded all the pleas to "Shop
Early," but this has never
persuaded our clan.)
Nor do the responses in the
two areas mentioned in the
first paragraph greatly influ-
ence the shopping for gifts,
and really, they shouldn't.
Nobody wants the suspense
taken out of Christmas.
In ow family circle I am
known as something of a Gift
Problem. I am not the man in
the slogan, who Has Every-
thing, but I seem to have an
awful time, each pre-Christ-
mas season, of getting
covetous early, about any-
thing material. Come Janu-
ary, I'll think of a lot of
things, or suddenly discover
that I really don't have too
many socks, after all.
So it comes to pass that I
am annually the recipient of
dark looks and the
exasperated comment:
"You'd be easy to shop for if


















512 S. 'NM 153-5715
buy your neckties."
It seems that I have de-
veloped a reputation for
having limited taste in neck-
ties. Limited to my own, that
is.
Early in our married life,
my wife bought me a necktie.
Her intentions, I know, were
of the best. The spirit of
giving was strong, and sin-
cere, within her. I thanked
her, draped the tie on the
rack, and there it hung until it
departed for a rummage sale,
perhaps 20 years later. By
that time she was convinced
that I wasn't going to wear it.
But — and I'll pass this
incident along to marriage
counselors — she didn't throw
herself on the bed, sobbing
hysterically: "You don't love
me any more. You won't
wear that necktie and it
looked so beautiful to me.
And it cost me $1.93 I had
saved out of the grocery
money!"
She just didn't buy me any
more neckties. And if any-
body can learn a lesson in
happy marriage for ;1.98,
what's wrong with that?
I buy neckties on impulse. I
see one I like, in a display
window or on a rack in a
stare, and I go for it like a
homing pigeon and the clerk
rings up a sale.
I somehow have managed
to keep abreast with the ebb
and flow of narrow ties to
broad ties and back again.
Like Henry Higgins in "Myk
Fair Lady," I'm an ordinary
man. My tastes are conserva-
tive, but not dull. I enjoy
sartorial splendor, but not
gaudiness. I like variety, but
not hodge-podge. I appreciate
novelty, but not shock,
I have deep concern for my
Adam's apple, which must
spend the day staring down at
what neck ornament I have
chosen that morning.
Every man is entitled to
one peculiarity. I just like to
pick out my own neckties.
ANIMAL FEASTS
Ancient tradition has it
that animals helped spread
the joyous tidings of the
Birth of Christ. Because of
this, barnyard animals in
many countries are served a
special supper on Christmas
eve.
Cattle kneel in their stalls
at midnight, on Christmas
eve, and for a moment have
the power of speech. This
belief, an old German leg-
end, has been broadened to
include all animals
4141/-oupvforiltftt
Our faithful friends and patrons
check out high on our register.





New Mexico, Land of En-
chantment, is sosalled be-
cause of the lieauty of the
Land and the history of its
people. The Spanish con-
querors who came to the
area from Mexico, in 1540,
to search for legendary
gold, found only six small •
villages where Indians lived.
The conquerors named the
Indiana Pueblo, a Spanish
word for village.
In New Mexico, at the
Santa Domingo Indian
pueblo, the Christmas sea-
son is honored with a four
day long, sacred ritual
dance.
At 2 AM. Christmas day
It starts. After midnight
mass, the Indians gather in-
side the church, wearing
colorful costumes decorated
with everything from ever-
green branches to fox tails.
The dancers carry on
their ceremonials until
dawn, when they move to
their sacred plaza where
they continue dancing
through the day.
The children dance on
the second day, and on the
third, the older members of
the tribe take over.
Rounding up
loyal old friends
and cherished new friends, to
say it's been a pleasure to serve you.
"
Educational Learning Center
Stadium View Dr. 753-7962
Santa declares this
will be your merriest
Christmas ever!




hi the spirit of this festive holiday, fbve 0
we extend sincere *oaks and
fedieeed Christmas





4ejoice! It's Christmas. During this
holiday of heart warming thoughts we wish you peace
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Greetings on this holly day! Thanks all.
Winchester Printing Service
7s24.197
Aats'Delight fills our hearts, young
and old alike, on Christmas morn.
May the joy that illuminates
your home remain with you




A season to sow, a season to reap
Working the land held In our keep
With these words, the men and women of farming per-
form their varied activities throughout the changing sea-
sons each year
While their methods have been revolutionized from previ-
ous hard and tedious manual tasks to present modern
mechanized efficiency, their role as keepers of the land
remains largely unchanged They prepare, care for and
harvest the foundation of life itself
Now is their season to plan for yet another season of
rebirth of the land As one year ends and another begins,
let's remember these keepers of the land and the life-
giving meaning they impart to the seasons.
A seasonal tribute to our
farmers and their families from
your Sperry New Holland dealer
McKeel iquipment Co.
503 VIEWS Pb... 753-3062
Carols and
Candles
Carols and candles bring
added spirit and luster to
Christmas.
The word "carol" comes
from the middle English
caroien, meaning "to sing
joyously." The majority of
our most familiar carols
date from the nineteenth
century. Some researchers
believe that carol singing
could be a carryover from
the Roman songs of the
Saturnalia. Francis Scott
Key, noted lawyer and au-
thor of The Star Spangled
Banner, also wrote carols.
It is little known that the
comedian Harpo Marx, of
the famous Marx Brothers,
also authored a popular
Christmas carol.
Caroling on Christmas
Eve is a tradition brought
to America by our English
forbears, that delights us
all at holiday time.
CANDLES — Special light-
ing effects as we now know
them, elaborate and colorful
at Christmas, started with
the romantic glow of holi-
day candles. Placing lighted
candles in the window on
Christmas eve is believed to
have started in Boston.
There are elaborate electric
light shows in almost all
large American cities, but
candles still sell in the mil-
lions, showing that Ameri-




Families of Italian origin
are familiar with Befana.
In these days of woman's
lib, it is interesting to hear
about this legendary lady.
When the Three Kings
were on their search for the
Holy Child, they passed the
house of Befana as she was
sweeping and cleaning her
house. In answer to her in-
quiry, they told her of their
search. She asked to go with
them, but they continued
on their way without wait-
ing for her to finish her
chores. When Befana tried
to overtake them she failed,
and so was unable to wor-
ship the Holy Babe with
them.
Since then, the woman
Befalls wanders the earth
seeking her lost opportuni-
ty. Italian children believe
Befana rides through the
akr on a broomstick, on the
eve of January 8, which
marks the Feast of Kings,
still seeking the Christ
Child. She goes down chim-
neys, leaving presents for
the girls and boys, as the
Wise Men brought gifts to
the Holy Child.
In Russia, the same cus-
tom was once familiar,





"Treasure Island" and "Kid-
napped," Was born on No-
vember 13 but "gave" his
birthday to a girl born on
Christmas Day. Stevenson
made a gift of his birthdate
to a child named Annie H.
Ide, to let her have "two
joyous celebrations a year,














Sam Calhoun Plumbing & Elec.







Tommy, Vikki t Tory Storks
Titamid eivazIta6
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rancing in with wishes from





May the message of that first
Yuletide, of love and peace and






By JANE GLENN HAAS
Copley News Serviee
My husband is already
making out his list of Christ-
mas don't sends.
Like ties. Pewter mugs
with glass bottoms.
nes. Fake brandy barrels
that play "How Dry I Am."
Ties. And any variety of
men's cologne.
The head of my household
doesn't want to smell like a
bred.
"If the Good Lard had in-
tended me to smell like san-
dalwood he would have made
me into a tree," he intoned,
with finality.
He also doesn't went to
smell like a spicy old sailor.
According to my husband,
spicy ad sailors eat too much
garlic. Mid insane a lot of
wives are Ilitlerlag from bad
breath when their ship comes
Into port, I countered.
Other wives get to have all
the fin. They get to buy "bold
scenta for the modern man
that are refreshing and long-
lasting."
"Why," I wailed, "must I
be married to someone who's
not a 'groaning independent
who's as intense about his
fragrance as he is about his
"
My husband says any man
who's virile and intense about
his life-style doeni't need a
highly identifiable essence
that displays his own forth-
right individuality.
"All he needs is a bar of
soap," he insists.
"If the Good Lord tad in-
tended you to well like soap
he would have made you bath
size," I retorted.
My husband doesn't think
that's funny.
He just thinks men that
smell "like French dandies
on a Lacey dalliance" ere
weird.
"What's so bad about
smelling like dean laundry'!"
he want" to know.
" N °thing " I responded
with glee. "Except you don't
anell like clean laundry. You
smell like fabric softener."
Old - back - to- natural -
virility finally took a whiff of
his skivvy shirt and reeled.
This week, he'r a lemon.
WHITE HOUSE
CHRISTMAS TREE
In 1929, the first National
Community Christmas Tree
In the United States was
set up on the White House
lawn. The tree was a spruce
from President Calvin Cool-
idge's home state, Vermont.
The following year, he
presided at a ceremony un-
der the sponsorship of the
American Forestry Associa-
tion, to urge the use of liv-
ing Christmas trees.
a
We're filled with a happy holiday glow,
knowing we have so many wonderful
friends. To you all. . .
thanks and Merry Christmas!
P. N. Hirsch & Co.





MV RRAY 'Niter SERVI CE
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St. Phone 753-9999
a Child is Born
E xult at the Blessed
Birth of the Prince
of Peace! We send e/s
for Holiday 13,1eings









May the spiritual peace of this
Christmas enter into your lives. It's a
time of joy. . . a time to wish
everyone the happiness and contentment
of that Holy night long ago.





RI 4 753-1717 753-9779
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Hew Of The Golan Skew
Murray Bait CO.





Polar Kroft Fishing Boats
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753-8844
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 7534322
()I TIN K 111 LORK is neekiv column delft( ,144, h tint era. fishermen and utherx ichu enjuy the retirunIA 44 the out II thm,ri;
Capt. Russ Mize (right) a licensed captain for blue-water
craft, on which he has served up to 85 feet, in length, and
Bob Hill, who served with firestone The and Rubber Com-
pany in their Transportating Division for 12 years (left) are
congratulating each other on receiving their Kentucky
Colonel Commission.
B. HI ad Russ Ake Conarissimeel Kea* Cala
Lloyd Lester, head machinest and motor mechanic in one
corner of the large machine and welding shop.
Local Million Dollar Business Helps
t? Promote Tourism In Western Kentue
; a
. •









Ftsking, Camping, ad Hunting Equipment




S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.





Private industry, which is the
backbone of our Republic,
seldom gets a pat on the back,
however a little known, but
million dollar installation
within 15 miles Of Murray,
recently had that distinction.
Bob Hill, vice-president and
general manager, and Capt.
Russ Mize, service manager, of
the Harbor Hill Marine, Inc.,
were commissioned Kentucky
Coeds logiv Star Ross
Colonels. The coveted com-
mission was in recognition of
their efforts to provide a needed
service to boat owners on the
twin lakes of Kentucky and
Barkley and thus help promote
the tourist business.
This million-dollar in-
stallation can provide just about
any service that a boat owner
could need or want, for they
have a huge parts department,
FRANKFORT — Illegal deer
hunting is becoming a rather
expensive pastime around
Kentucky, as more and more
judges are levying maximum or
near maximum fines on con-
victed poachers.
A check with the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources'
regional supervisors reveals
that the maximum fine for
illegal deer hunting ($500 plus
court costs, in addition to
confiscation of firearms, lights
and other devices used to
commit the illegal act) is being
applied with increasing
frequency around the state.
In a recent case, Allen County
Judge A. R. Oliver assessed
fines totaling over $1200 on
three Tompkinsville men. In
addition, Judge Oliver gave the
three 90-day suspended sen-
tences, placed them on
probation for two years and
took away their hunting licenses
for one year. The court also
confiscated three rifles, two
spotlights, two knives and three •
boxes of ammunition.
The three were convicted of
hunting at night with a light and
of illegally killing a doe.
Reports of stiff fines for deer
poaching have also come from
Franklin, Scott, Rowan,
Pulaski, Whitley, Carlisle,
Casey and Mercer counties,
among others. In almost all
cases, the firearms used in the
commission of the offenses have
been confiscated by the courts.
Illegal poaching is "the single
most serious threat" to Ken-
tucky's deer population, ac-
cording to Arnold Mitchell,
commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. Mitchell says he
would like to thank those judges
who have imposed heavy fines
on game law violators and
states that he believes vigorous
prosecution by the courts will
help alleviate poaching, an
activity which has increased
greatly in the last few ) ears.
The most common method of
deer poaching is "jacklighting"
— using a spotlight or
automobile headlights to blind
the deer until it can be shot.
According to state law, shining
a light on a roadway or into a
field or forest while having a
firearm in possession is illegal,
even if a deer or other game is
not shot at.
Rural residents are urged to
a large machine and welding
shop, a woodworking shop, a
paints department larger than
anything on the two lakes, and
motor mechanics (gas or
deisell with years of ex-
perience. And they have the
only Marine lift on the lakes. It
can pick up boats from 7 foot to
70 feet as gently as if it were a
bag of eggs. None of this is
government subsidized it is all
report any suspected poaching
incidents to the nearest con-
servation officer or other law
enforcement officials. "Not
only are poachers in effect
stealing property that belongs
to all the people of the com-
monwealth," Mitchell says,
"but they also present a definite
safety hazard to livestock and
even human life, since they
often use high-powered rifles at
night, when they can't see what
is beyond their target."
Four Days Of Turkey Season
Scheduled For Eastern Kentucly
The Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission
has approved four days of wild
turkey hunting in all or part of
eight Eastern Kentucky
counties.
The commission, at their
quarterly meeting, set April 24-
25 and May 1-2 as the 1976
turkey season. While the
number of hunting days
remains unchanged, 11
previously open counties have
been closed to turkey hunting.
According to Joe Bruna,
director of the department's
Division of Game Management,
the counties were closed
because of small or non-existent
turkey populations and little
hunting pressure. Chief Forest
Game Biologist Harold Bather
made the recommendation
after conferring with other
department biologists in
Eastern Kentucky.
The commission also ap-
proved a special turkey hunting
season on the Land Between the
Lakes area in Western Ken-
tucky which consists of the
same number of days as in 1975.
Those dates are April 15, 16, 17,
22, 23, 24, 29, 30 and May 1. At
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617
LBL and statewide, only one
turkey gobbler, with visible
beard, will be allowed per
hunter for the season whether
taken by gun or bow.
The Eastern Kentucky
counties, or portions of coun-
ties, open to spring turkey
hunting are Bath, Jackson, Lee
Owsley, Rockcastle, Rowan
that portion of Mertifee County
north of U. S. Highway 480, and
that portion of Pike County
between State Highway 197 and
the Kentucky - Virginia border.
This marks the first time any
portion of Pike County has been
opened to turkey hunting. An
increase in the population on
Pine Mountain accounts for
this, according to Bruns.
Turkeys may be taken with
shotguns no larger than 12
gauge and no smaller than 20
gauge with shot shells only and
with muzzel-loading or modern
breech-loading rifles. Bow
hunting is by longbow only with
barbless arrows and broadhead
points at least inch wide
Crossbows are prohibited
outside the Pioneer Weapons
Area in Bath and Menifee
counties
privately owned and operated
and is located at Mile 45 just
east of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
on Kentucky Lake.
In addition Harbor Hill
Marine has room for storage of
about 20 large craft and another
20 or 25 smaller boats. They also
have a Marine dock for ser-
vicing craft with gasoline and
petroleum products, and sell
boats small and large as well as
accessories. It is a beautiful
installation and has to be seen to
be appreciated.
For those who might need
their services this area is for-
tunate to have it so close to
Murray. The road to it is just off
Highway 94 about three miles
west of Jct. 68 and they are
listed in the telephone book. The
address is Route 3, Box 284 B,
Murray, Ky., 42071 and "we will
gladly give boat owners any
information regarding our
service," said Bob Hill.
Above is the 50-ton lift that can handle boats up to 70 feet.
The 40-foot house boat has just been lifted from the water
and the bottom deaned with their high-pressure equipment,
and is about to be transported up the hl to the paint shop
for a bottom anti-fouling paint job.
This Ohio 38-foot cruiser didn't have to leave the lake area
for its repair and paint job. Here one of its experienced pain-
ters is doing the finishing touch—applying the boot stripe.
I don't care what those crazy elves told you about my
, team. I use eight reindeer and Rudolph - NOT eight big
."whitetail bucks and a red-nosed fallow.
We All Extend To You
"A Very Merry Christmas!"
Butch and the Bear, Kenny and Hamp, Jr.
Kentucky conservation
officers will be going back to
school following action by the
Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission.
The commission voted at its
quarterly meeting to allocate
funds for special training for 123
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
COs. Funds were also made
available to train the nine
regional supervisors and the
assistant director of the
Division of haw Enforcement.
According to A. H. Henson,
director of law enforcement,
officers will be given four weeks
of basic and special training
through the Department of
Justice Bureau of Training at a
cost of $500 per man. The school
Is located on the campus of
Eastern Kentucky University.
The departmentis paying for
the training.
the COs will receive In-
struction in fish and game
management, first aid,
procedures for making an
arrest, preparing a case for
court, public speaking, search
arid seizure laws, crime scene
research, the Kentucky penal
code and other law en-
f orcement-rela ted matters." The
curriculm was adapted from
the regular 10-week law en-
forcement course. Unrelated
training, such as traffic control,
was deleted.
"We feel this training is
essential in light of the ev-m--
changing techniques of modern
law enforcement, as well as the
growing complexities of the law
and the courts," explained
Henson.
The officers will be trained in
three groups. The first group
will receive training in
February, 1976, the second in
July, 1976, and the third in
February, 1977
&Resident managers and
assistant managers on the
department's wildlife areas will
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Twas the night before
Christmas and all through the
woods. "Wait a minute son,
somebody already wrote a story
that begins like that!" "Well I
peas I could start it over again
and not offend Mr. Moore."
"How about," Twas the af-
ternoon before the night before
Christmas and all throng the
woods? "Nope?" "Weil I don't,
usually, employ a director when
its time to write "The Bag", I
was only asking if you liked the
first line man!" "Some folks
Won't let a Dude get started,
what with worrying about
tradition and all." "Now that
we've got him straight, we can
get on with the story!"
Twas the afternoon before the
night before Christmas, when
all through the woods, not a
creature was stirring except for
a fewy gray squirrels that were
going about their seasonal
marketing chores.
A bowhunter had hung his
treestand with care in hopes
that a trophy buck would soon
be there. Everybody else in the
whole world was going about
the normal night before
Christmas festivities that folks
do. They were shopping,
hanging up their stockings with
care and making merry, af-
terall that's what normal folks
do isn't it?
FOUR WHEELING
By Ramp W. Brooks, Jr.
The phone rings. "Hey man,
are you the cat that writes that
deal for the newspaper every
iveek about four wheel drives?
Well, here's the problem—we
got this nut in my family, see,
who bought one of those Chr-
violet whatcha macallits with
four wheel drive and I got his
name for Christmas. I'm trying
to come up with a good practical
gift — you know, something
around ten bucks or so. He said
something about a winch..."
Or maybe in the local
discount store I get this certain
look from someone who finally
:manages to ask if maybe I write
)something about Jeeps for the
-paper. "Well, my nephew has
bought one of those Jeeps you
;7"...„write about and I found this
...thing over here for two flinty-
,eight and wondered if it might
..;be useful..." It turns out to be an
oil filter which says in bold
letters that it fits most cars and
in the fine print a 1947 Packard,
a 1951 Studebaker, and a Nash
5truck in particular.
' Unfortunately for some of you
in dire need of help this article
., may arrive too late to do you
much good for this Christmas
because by the time you read it
only two or three shopping days
are left. All is not lost however
since you can cut it out and save
it until next year when there
will likely be three nuts in the
family with four wheel drives
and one of them might even be
your spouse. Being human you
will probably put U in a good
place and forget where it is, but
the important thing Is you'll
remember having it and call
and tell me a week or two
earlier next year to reprint it.
Fourwheelers in general are
crazy about little "goodies" for
their rigs and demonstrate it
often with many purchases of
such items. ( I know a lot of you
will at least agree with the first
five words in the preceding
sentence.) "Goodies" can best
be discussed in two categories -
big ticket items and little stuff.
Big ticket items in the order
usually acquired for a four
wheel drive rig are BIG tires
and wheels ($300 to $600), roll
bars ( $50 and up), CB radios
with antennas ($125 and up,
performance modifications
such as dual exhausts, headers,
carburetors, cams, maybe even
engine swaps ($100 and way,
way up), and usually last a
winch ( $500 and up).
These big ttket items do *X
include son** one to to
thousand dollars worth—ot
tions that were probably or-
dered from the factory. It is
Our hero was nestled all snug
in his treestand, while visions
of huge bucks danced in his
head. All this extra activity
wasn't doing his head much
good at all, what with the
prancing and pavrying that all
those large hooves were doing
on the back side of his brain.
Sugarplums would have been a
better choice but it wasn't
sugarplum season was it?
I am sure that he was thinking
about good old Mamma in her
kerchief settling down for a long
winter's nap. But there was
plenty of time for long winter
naps when his deer tag was
filled.
Out in the field there arose
such a clatter, that he came
back from his day-dream to see
what was the matter. Away
from his dreams he came like a
flash and centered his attention
on what had gone "Crash!"
The afternoon had given way
to evening and the bowhunter
had decided to stay in his stand
until he couldn't see anymore.
There is a magic time, just
before full night, when the deer
seem to appear from nowhere.
All that our poor dude could
think of was a big white-tailed
buck breaking off a dead limb
or maybe it was two bucks
making all that racket out there
at the edge of the field.
He rose on his treestand and
peered into the twilight to see
what was going on in the field,
highly possible to get ten big
ones tied up in a new fully
equipped four wheel drive
today. That is a lot of money but
five years from now judging on
past experience, you will still
have a highly desirable rig that
will command fifty percent or
better of its purchase price. A
ten thousand dollar automobile
in five years may do well to
recover even twenty percent.
Little "Goodies" that are
highly appreciated by all four
wheelers and will usually be
long remembered ( far beyond
the socks or necktie bit) include
many things. The following list
is far from complete but is
offered as a suggestion:
—a small log chain 10-12 feet
long—cost $15
—Battery jumper cables —
Cost $6 - 15
—flashlight with batteries —
cost $3-5
—A can of silicone water-
proofing spray — $2
—Short handled trenching
spade — $5-8
—3 ton jack ( hydraulic) —$15
—tire pressure gauge (0-50
Nn.) — $4 ( watch out for the
ones which don't read below 20
No.)
—first aid kit — $3-5
—a subscription to Four
Wheeler, Off Road Vehicles, or
PV4 under $10
—a cheap towel (used to clean
windshield $1 and usually stolen
from household)
Three years ago a student at
school gave me one of the most
practical gifts I ever received. I
use it to open oil cans, clean
mud out of fittings and snatch
blocks, for a large screwdriver,
small prize bar, bottle flip, and
many other things. It cost 39
cents and is commonly called a
churchkey.
Rest assured of one thing - a
fourwheeler usually thinks as
much or more of his rig than he
does himself. Give him a tie and
he will thank you. Give him
something for his rig and he will
not only thank you, he will
remember you.
The Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers Inc. held their
December meeting out our
place last week in the shop.
Jennifer Spencer and the wife
managed to get a sixteen foot'
tall Christmas tree fully
decorated and trimmed. They
also hung lights and ornaments
all over everywhere. I was even
forced to move out the current
Jeep rebuilding project for the
event The meeting was
highlighted b,myisit from MR.
AND MRS. Sttl.At.)-§-. The
seventeen children in at-
tendance really enjoyed this
There was quite a bit of activity
out in that field, maybe this
would be the moment that he
had waited all season for!
Right about then would have
been a good time to get down
from the treestand and split,
but, being the serious
bowhunter that he was, he
didn't want to give up the hunt
until the last moment.
His mind told him "NO!" that
sound couldn't be coming from
that field, not his field in the
middle of L. B. L. But there it
was again, the unmistakable
sound of jingle bells and
someone "talking!"
"I must be losing my mind"
he thought. His eyes had
become more accustomed to the
darkness and he could see the
source of the noise. There
wasn't one deer out in the field
but eight! And they weren't
white-tails but some other kind
of deer! "Must be fellows," he
said to himself. "Funny looking
antlers, small deer, jingle bells,
aint' no deer in L. B. L. got
jingle bells!"
The small deer were standing
in a line, two by two, and behind
them was something that looked
for all the world like an old time
sleigh! Right then is when he
saw the little, old dude in the red
snit who appeared to be working
with the little deer that were in
front of the sleigh.
"No way!" he thought, "no
way am I going to believe that
and most of theni sat on Santa's
lap and told him what they
wanted for Christmas. One BIG
kid (Terry Tatlock) sat on
Santa's lap and asked for a new
winch.
Mrs. Santa Claus mosliy
talked to the older folks
although she spent more time
with Barry Cain and Dan
Gardner in particular. She left
Dan "Meaty" Gardner
speechless and in the twenty
years that I have known him
this was the first time I had ever
seen this happen. If you don't
believe it, ask Sonny Hooks or
Dale Spencer.
After refreshments were
served which consisted of soda
pop, coffee, cookies, and Lin-
dy's hamburgers with a four
wheeler touch (what was in the
boxes turned out to be biscuits
with a genuine piece of country
ham in the middle) the meeting
was concluded. It will not soon
be forgotten. Every member of
the club had their own
Christmas stocking hung on the
big shop door.
there is a tiny sleigh and eight
deer out in that field!" He
couldn't shake it. There they
were right in front of his
treestand. "I'm gonna quit
bowhunting this minute!" "I'll
close my eyes and they will go
away!" But they didn't go away
and when he opened his eyes
they were still right there.
He could hear the little dude
talking. "Now Dasher be cool,
as soca as I get pancer's har-
ness fixed we'll be on our way,
Ho, Ho, Ho,!" "That did it, I've
lost all my marbles, sitting
alone in a tree has finally gotten
to me," he said. "What if he
sees me?" thought the hunter.
But he was well camouflaged
and had nothing to fear.
The little old dude worked
quickly and soon he sprang to
his sleigh and to his team gave a
whistle along with a merry Ho,
Ho, Ho! "We'll give it a try once
around the field guys," he said
and all at once the little deer
flew up into the sky pulling the
sleigh behind them. They cir-
cled the field and all seemed
well, everything was in order
down to the last jingle bell.
"We're off on our rounds boys,
that didn't take long," and the
fat little dude sang a gay
Christmas song! As quickly as
they had come, they were gone,
disappearing over the Trace
and into the night sky, complete
with last trace of sanity left in
our guy.
Last Sunday the Twin Lakes
club held their annual monthly
trail ride in the LBL Turkey
Creek area which is designated
for off road vehicles. A full
dozen rigs made the trip. Louie
Williams was the trailrnaster
for the day and he had laid out a
pretty challenging course.
Most eyes were on Eddie Huie
driving his recently acquired
1942 Ford army Jeep. The old
veteran never faltered albeit
the brakes would not hold in
reverse and Eddie and Dale
came rolling backward at about
sixty miles per hour on one bad
hill. Good driving and luCt
prevented any accident. (Dale,'
who was riding, said good
driving didn't have anything to
do with it!) A 1969 Scout from
Detroit also made the run
without many problems except
an allergy to water. It wanted to
drown out whenever it got
within twenty feet of a mud
hole.
Did anybody get stuck? Well
just three to be exact. 'The Trail
master who is supposed to show
everybody the right way to
cover the trail did manage to
put on a good demonstration on
how to get stuck. The winch on
the Red Runt came to the
rescue and pulled him out.
The 1942 army jeep which is
rolling on four of the SKIN-
NIEST tires ever seen ( they
were borrowed from an English
bicycle) faltered in the mud but
was easily pulled out. The
A happy fisherman' Joe Bob Sims with a limit of ( rappie
taken on a recent trip to Barkley lake.
1 We wish' to express our sincere appreciationfor the priviledge of serving you. We value
t your friendship and your patronage.
# May the corning year bring Good Health,






Come in there Randy: Randy Lowe, vice-president of The
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society, harvested this fallow buck
in L B. L on the first day of the split bowhunting season last
Saturday. Randy's deer weighed 83 lbs. field dressed. Lowe
shoots an Allen compound bow. Congratulations Randy!
Wishing you and yours a
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS
from "Bowhtinter's Bag" which
is filled to the brim with the
hope that the true spirit of
running mate of the great white
Blazer ( Winnebago) which got
STUCK LAST MONTH ( see
picture Hooks) and which is
brown and belongs to Johnny
Tickenbrock managed to sink.
You are more than slightly
stuck when both bumpers are
below ground level.
I understand that Johnny's
wife complimented him highly
on his driving. Regardless,
Johnny has now been
nominated for the WORST
STUCK award for this year.
The scrawny little Warn
Christmas will fill your hearts
and your homes as we celebrate
the birth of our Lord.
"MERRY CHRISTMAS"
winch on the Red Runt actually
scooted five rigs chained
together weighing twenty-one
thousand pounds before the
Blazer ever budged. It even
broke one healthy log chain on
the first try. The second time
was successful and after the
Blazer was once again on firm
footing the monthly trail ride
came to a close.
HAVE A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS, HAPPY FOUR





Well, it appears that old man
winter has finally arrived. It's
time to get out your cold
weather fishing gear and get
ready for some great winter
fishing. Crappie fishing is in full
swing now. Sauger can also be
caught during cold weather.
Several fishermen have
caught some bragging size
bunches of crappie. Joe Bob
Sims caught a limit of sixty
slabs last week. He was fishing
in the Little River area on
Barkley Lake. Joe is getting
into crappie fishing in a big
way. He has a fine Alumna
Craft boat with the basic spider
rig setup which he fishes very
effectively. He has picked up
lots of information from other
firshermen and has really
caught on quickly to structure
fishing for crappie.
Joe Sills went down to Pick-
wick and fished below the dam
and caught several sauger. He
jigs a Sonar lure just off the
river bottom and catches
sauger up to three pounds. Joe
is interested in finding sauger in
Kentucky Lake in this area. He
and I are going to try the jig and
minnow combination out on the
old river bank near the old town
site of Newberg. I've caught
several big sauger trolling there
in the past but never tried them
in the winter with the jigging
technique.
+++++
Wade Bourne of Murray and
Linda Whetstone of Columbus,
Ohio, fished with me last
weekend. Wade wanted to get
some pictures of a spider rig
fishing boat. Linda had never
caught a fish and was eager to
try her luck. Well, she caught
the first fish and several more.
We caught thirty-five nice
crappie, took several pictures,
and had a great time.
Tommy Smith of GWett,
Arkansas, fished with me over
in Fords Bay on Barkley. We
caught over forty good crappie,
which he took home for a fish
fry. He was amused with the
ledge fishing technique used by
crappie fishermen in this area.
++++++
Most crappie are being
caught off the ledges and old
creek channels at about nine to
fifteen feet deep. Minnows
fished on the double hook
crappie rig produce best
results. However, some
fishermen have had good luck
fishing minnows in stickups and
off points about three feet deep.
The lakes are down to winter
pool stage and are hazardous to
unwary boaters. Also, the chill
factor is extremely low. So be
careful when on the water and
wear plenty of clothing and your


















We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our fine of
Seiko watches
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Dreams of the Sugar Plum
Fairy and beautiful imaginings






have a happy Yule
Copley News Service
The tempo of the Salvation
Army's aid to the needy at
Christmastime could be a
pretty fair measure of how
quickly the nation is recover-
ing from the recession blues.
Despite predictions that the
economy is beginning to turn
around before climbing back
up the hill, across the country
the Salvation Army is taking
no chances.
It is preparing to help the
needy of all ages and origins
doting the upcoming Christ-
mas season.
The Yule season is seldom
a joyous one for the lonely
and the needy, says Mrs.
Anita Wilson, a Salvation
Army official in charge of co-
ordinating the organization's
efforts with those of countless
civic and business groups.
May the holy light that
shone from the Star of
Bethlehem shine again in
the hearts of all men,
making them brothers in
peace and love.
MAX CHURCHILL
Mr. & Mrs. Max Churchill, Owners
Staff: Mr. & Mrs. James H. Shelton
Eugene Kirk
Funeral Home Phone 733-4612 311 North 4th Street
Happy voices sing out the special
music of this blessed holiday
season. May they bring you love,
joy and peace throughout





There are those, she points
out, who view Christmas as a
time of frustration. Often
their view is from the
blighted areas of big Ameri-
can cities, where hope long
since has fled.
Arid there are the poverty-
ridden parents whose chil-
dren can't understand why
they have nothing at Christ-
mas time when other boys
and girls are happy with new
toys.
"It's the belief of the Salva-
tion Army that no parent
should be placed in such a
situation," says Mrs. Wilson.
"Therefore in most American
cities we sponsor programs
aimed at making sure there
are toys — some new, some
old but repaired and donated
— for the children of the
needy, of those hit this year
by the recession, of those out
of work perhaps for the first
time in their lives."
Mrs. Wilson points out the
Salvation Army's Christmas
programs are much the same
in all large American cities,
differing mostly in their
scale. They include family
food projects, toy distribu-
tion, clothing distribution, the
traditional collection kettles





firms, families and individu-
als join to contribute to the
Salvation Army programs
with donations of toys, cloth-
ing, canned goods, even fresh
fruit and vegetables and — in
some cases — cash.
"The donations are gath-
ered into packages for needy
families," explains Mrs. Wil-
son. "The money from the
kettles and other sources
SIP helps to buy much of the food
and other items which go into
the packages. Some is used to
buy toys for the Salvation
Army toy centers set up at
Christmas time."
In some cities the US. Ma-
rine Corps sponsors "Toys
For Tots" projects, gathering
thousands of old toys and fee-
ing to it that they are re-
paired, repainted and ready
to make children happy
again,
Toy centers, says Mrs. Wil-
son, gives needy parents a
dunce to play Santa Claus by
selecting toys for their chil-
dren.
Fortunately, qualifying for
Salvation Army aid requires
only the filling out of a re-
quest filed either with the
Salvation Army or a charit-
able organization. Recipients
are anonymous, as are the
contributors who make a
merrier Christmas possible
for so many unfortunate.
The "adopt-a-family" proj-
ect, in which a group, family
or business concern provides
a complete Christmas for a
needy family, has been so
successful in the past, says
p Mrs. Wilson, that many busi-
ness firms now are adopting







Need a last-minute gift?
Noticed a door or wall corner
that needs decorating? Want
a novel way to serve tasty
seasonal treats?
Here's an idea that can
prove handy in several differ-
ent ways yet only takes a few
moments to make.
Any type of supermarket
aluminum server will do for a
base. The kind that pies, es-
pecially small ones, or frozen
bakery goods come in is par-
ticularly handy.
Wash antidry it thoroughly,
then find the front of a Christ-
mas card that both fits and
looks appropriate. Glue this
to the center of the inside bot-
tom of the pan.
If you plan to use the con-
tainer for cookies or candy,
cover the surface with clear
plastic so that it can easily be
wiped and used again.
Then, depending on your
choice and what decorative
materials are at hand, tape or
glue a bright border around
the inside rim of the pan.
There are lots of possibili-
ties here: Use bright strips of
felt whose edges have been








Plembiag & Electric Co.
1st s. 753-5311 \
Select a color that blends well
with the Christmas card
scene. Wide rickrack is an-
other way to set off this fram-
ing effect, or ribbon, velvet
and other fabrics can be used.
If the tray is going to be
turned into a wall plaque, ex-
periment with crepe paper
and see what a nice, fluted
edge can be made. It is often
surprising to discover how
very little material or effort,
when combined in the right
proportion, can give a flair
and flourish to what would
otherwise seem quite an ordi-
nary object.
Whether trimmed with a
hanging ribbon and curtain
hoop for a wall plaque or
filled with goodies, the alumi-
num holder is ready to prove
pleasing.
May the glow of
Christmas shine on you






Sending hearty wishes for all
delectable things to fill your
stockings to overflowing.
Merry Christmas and thanks.
The Murray
Insurance Agency
Mrs. Virgil (Anna Rini) Morris
Mrs.fMchool (Cindy) WIN
Mrs. David (Ana) Thompson
Mrs. A. N. (Moho) Mosher
Thu Samos
Don Shipley
Clirethq flu/H*6mmse**4...and hoping the music and magic of a
glorious Christmas will be yours every
moment of your holiday. We add a
happy note of thanks for your
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LOS ANGELES— The holi-
day season's just beginning,
and it's a great time to make
Christmas gifts.
"These delicate corn husk
dolls make delightful gifts for
all ages," says Doris Scott of
suburban San Pedro.
"And they're very inexpen-
sive to make , .. but a lot more
costly to buy."
Mrs. Scott teaches two
mornings a week in an early
childhood prograrn where she
is in charge of the motor
skills development.
The mother of four chil-
dren, ranging from 2 to 9,
making corn husk dolls is
only one of the many types of
crafts and artwork she cre-
ates. She's an expert at
stitchery, needlepoint and
macrame, and in addition
makes unique Easter and
Christmas ornaments.
In the past she has taught
three other of these classes,
and in one, 17 school teachers
from her school attended.
"I became interested in the




"Then three years ago I
took a class, and later began
to make my own improve-
ments.
"For example, if the dolls
don't have 'petticoats' be-
neath their skirts, they won't
stand up properly. That was
one of my innovations."
As the name implies, the
dolls are made from corn
husks.. the kind used for ta-
males, and available in most
grocery stores.
In addition you will need
No. 18 wire to attach the
arms, and a thinner wire, No.
24, with which you do all your
securing.
Mrs. Scott says the only
other things needed are one-
inch wooden beads which are
used for heads, and scraps of
fabric for the dressing.
The hair is either made
from the corn silk hidden
within the tusks, or may be
made with jute or ydrn.
Faces are painted on with a
marking pen.
"Before you begin, you
have to soak the husks at
least a half-hour," Mrs. Scott
says. "In fact, it won't hurt to
leave them in water over-
night.
"This makes them pliable
so you can work with the
husks," she says.
The actual assembly begins
by wrapping wire in the husk
to form the arm and then the
billowy sleeves are attached.
After the arms are com-
pleted, a wooden bead, cov-
ered with husk, is attached to
the arms, forming the head.
The blouse is criss-crossed
before layers of husk are
added to create the petticoats
and skirt for the doll.
"It's an old European craft,
and I find-there is a greater
interest for them now. Coloni-
al women also made them,"
she says.
"I think it's the appeal of
handmade things.
"Also, your own personal-
ity comes out in the way you
finish the doll," Mrs. Scott
says.
"In dressing them, and
adding the accessories, such
as kerchiefs, baskets,
brooms, tiny loaves of bread
or flowers, you leave your in-
dividual touch."
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No matter how many
strings of lights you put up or
how many Umbel or holly
festoons you loop around the
house, the one item which
brings Christmas into every
home is a tree.
Whether you buy a cut tree
off a lot or go to a tree farm
and purchase a live tree for
planting later, they deserve a
little tender loving care.
According to the U.S.
Forest Service, when buying
a cut tree try to select one
that is fresh and green.
To test freshness, bend a
needle and check its
resilience. Bump the base of
the tree hard on the ground to
be sure the needles won't fall.
And, feel the bottom of the
stump to make sire it feels
sappy and moist.
But some species, such as
the spruce, do not retain their
needles very well. This is a
characteristic of the tree,
says the Forest Service, and
does not necessarily reflect a
lack of freshness.
Once you get the tree home
the Forest Service suggests it
be stored outdoors before use
in a spot that is sheltered
from sun and wind to con-
serve its moisture.
When you're ready to bring
the tree indoors cut off an
inch of the butt end before
placing it in a stand filled
with warm water. This will
 facilitate water uptake.
Water the tree daily with
cold water while it is in the
house. A tree can absorb a
pint to a quart of water a day.
Also, be careful when placing
the tree that it isn't located
near heat sources which
might cause the water to
evaporate from the tree too
quickly.
For safety, the Forest
Service warns that all flam-
mable materials should be
kept away from the tree, es-
pecially lighted candles.
i Also, lights and wiring should
be checked for worn spots
and cracks before use.
If you plan to purchase a
live tree and have its roots
balled until its planted the
first thing to remember is
that balled trees should only
be kept indoors for as short a
time as possible.
Before bringing the tree
into the house, enclose the
burlap ball in plastic to con-
serve moisture. The Forest
Service recommends that you
have your planting site
selected and your hole dug
before the holidays. The hole
can be kept open by filling it








errily, errily, we sing our
thanks and warm wishes for harmony












Farmers Grain & Seed Co.
Railroad Ave.
Greeting our friends, old and new, and
wishing you Happiness and Joy at
Christmas. Our hearty thanks to all!
Mayfield, Ky.
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'Big Mouth' Teaches City Legislators Refuse To Approve
Businessmen On Cattle Profit Comprehensive Care Expansion
ANOKA, Minn. LAP) — "Big
Mouth—walked to his death at
a slaughter house and with him
went the boast of a city busi-
nessman who thought he could
make a profit by raising the
Holstein calf for a year.
"I lost money, there's no
doubt of that," said Arnell
Iteclunan.
Beckman, 56, who runs an oil
distributorship and gas station,
got the bull 13 months ago after
he complained about National
Farmers Organization demon-
strations in which calves were
killed. He said there should be
less wasteful ways of protesting
low livestock prices.
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hers that he felt he could raise
calves at a profit. One letter
brought a response from Or-
ville Voeltz, an NFO member
from Emerald, Wis., who gave
Beckman a calf.
"Big Mouth" came to live in
the backyard and shed at Beck-
man's home in Coon Rapids, a
Minneapolis suburb. The ani-
mal's name came from a com-
ment by Beckman's 18-year-old
son Steve: "If Dad would keep
his big mouth shut, he wouldn't
get himself into these jams."
The experiment ended Thurs-
day when Beckman had the an-
imal weighed: about 75 pounds
when Beckman acquired it, the
Holstein checked in at 1,040
pounds. Beckman then led Big
Mouth to a locker plant and
waiting butchers, followed by
reporters, photographers and
"I-told-you-so" NFO members
from Wisconsin, Voeltz among
them. '
Beckman indicated his costs
might have been less had he
been a fanner rpising a num-
ber of cattle. He' said feed for
Big Mouth had cost him $374.
Other expenses, including a
halter and various supplies, ran
the total to $422.
The animal produced 640
pounds of dressed beef, which
Voeltz estimated was worth 49
cents a pound for a total of
$313.60. He calculated a net loss
of $108.40.
Voeltz said the young bull
would have brought $296.40,
minus $12 for shipping costs, at
a livestock market, so Beck-
man's loss would have been
greater if he had sold the ani-
mal.
"And Beckman didn't figure
his labor, or storage, and he
had no land rent," observed
Voeltz.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP, --
Legislators reviewing state
budget proposals have refused
to approve a Human Resources
Department request for more
than $4 million to expand Ken-
tucky's 15 comprehensive care
centers.
The special legislative budget
review committee spent three
hours Thursday Just going over
budget requests from the de-
partment's Bureau of Health
Services.
Rep. Steve Beshear, D-Lex-
ington, who analyzed the Hu-
man Resources Department's
budget requests, told the com-
mittee the state has no way of
telling whether taxpayers' mon-
ey is being spent wisely at the
comprehensive care centers.
Noting they are multi-million-
dollar-a-year operations, he
said, "We have absolutely no
handle on the operation We
just continue to put money
down." Beshear also said state
control of the centers consists
largely of "management by
crisis."
The committee made several
recommendations regarding the
centers and agreed to ask Hu-
man Resources Secretary Les
Dawson to comment.
The committee recommended
that Health Services Commis-
sioner William McElwain re-
quire the centers to submit
data in a uniform manner sup-
porting their entire budget re-
quests; require the centers to
furnish all information neces-
sary to evaluate the need for
state funding, and disapprove
federal funds for centers unable
to demonstrate their effective-
ness.
Though the committee re-
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prehensive care centers, it did
approve a request for slightly
more than $4 million to expand
local health departments. The
two requests were grouped un-
der one heading by the Bureau
of Health Services.
The committee cut some $27
million from funds requested
by the Health Services Bureau.
However, it also recommended
increasing the amount allocated
for other programs such as
family planning.
The special committee was
set up by the Legislative Re-
search Commission this year to
review 1976-78 agency budget
requests. In the past, the gover-
nor has submitted his executive
budget and the legislature has
made little change in it. This
year, the special committee
may draft a series of recom-
mendations that differ sharply
with the governor's budget.
In another major cutback,
the committee rejected a re-
quest of $6.3 million, in ex-
pansion funds for the two-year
budget period to provide out-
patient treatment of mental re-
tardation. The committee said
there's a need to expand the
program, but that the cost
would be prohibitive.
'the panel also recommended
that no general fund money be
allocated to a new program for
prison health. The bureau had
asked for nearly $1 million.
The committee recommended
cutting more than $1.6 million
from the bureau request for ex-
pansion of tuberculosis and oth-
er respiratory disease services.
In the area of capital con-
struction, the committee rec-
ommended that the department
tear down Kentucky State Hos-
pital at Danville, instead of
spending $1.3 million to reno-
vate an administration build-
ing.
The committee said it will
consider an agency request for
$4.5 million for construction of
a new 300-bed facility at Dan-
ville if the department decides
to demolish Kentucky State.
In some areas, the committee
felt the Bureau for Health Serv-
ices had not asked for a suf-
ficient amount of money. It ap-
proved slightly more than $1
million for family planning
services, where the department
had asked for about $200,000. It
also approved an increase in
rural dental scholarships, in-
creasing the number from 10 to
20 and the amount of each
scholarship from $1,500 to
$5,000.
The committee also recom-
mended an increase in veneral
disease control funds, with
$200,000 allocated over the bien-
nium. The bureau had asked
for $75,000.
Easterly Expects Lower Liquor
Prices-After-Fair Trade Repeal
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
State Sen. Thomas Easterly, D-
Frankfort, believes Kentuck-
ians could pay less for liquor
next year after federal repeal
of "fair trade" pricing laws,
but the liquor industry dis-
agrees.
State liquor wholesalers and
retailers claim the state's Dis-
tilled Spirits and Wine Fair
Tcade Act, which prohibits
sales of liquor and wine at
prices lower than those set by
the manufacturer, remains in
effect.
President Ford signed the re-
peep of the Miller-'1`ydings and
McGuire acts last week. Those
acts had protected companies
and individuals setting prices
under state fair trade laws
from prosecution under the
Sherman Antitrust Act, which
makes price-fixing illegal.
Easterly, the most vocal foe
of Kentucky's liquor fair trade
law, says the repeal of the fed-
eral acts means that state li-
quor law is on the way out.
Easterly has led an effort to
repeal the state's fair trade law
on liquor sales and said he in-
tends to continue that effort in
the 1976 General Assembly,
which convenes Jan. 6, though
in in his opinion the law is dead
now.
The liquor industry has long
contended that the 21st Amend-
ment to the U.S. Constitution,
which repealed Prohibition,
gave individual states the sole
authority to regulate sale and
distribution of intoxicating bev-
erages, including the right to
control prices.
Leon Shaikun of Louisville, a
former Democratic state sena-
tor who is counsel for the Ken-
tucky Retail Liquor Associ-
ation, contends Easterly is
wrong.
Shaikun said courts have held
that Kentucky's whisky fair
trade law is a "control meas-
ure" based on the 21st Amend-
ment.
"If he is so sure he is right,
led him withdraw his bill since
it won't be needed," Shaikun








Eddie Boyd, Shamrock Motel,
Benton, Mrs. Erma Nanney, 411
S. 8th St. Murray, Mrs. Alice
Goheen, 1721 Walnut St.,
Benton, Master James Outland,
1108 Circarama Dr., Murray,
Master Adam Wilson, P. 0. Box
22, Puryear, Tenn., Miss Ginger
Story, 521 S. 11th., Murray, Mrs.
Joyce Kendell, Murray Manor
F 3, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Hosford, 1621 Olive St., Murray,
Merle Stanton, Rt. 5, Box 255,
Benton, Raymond Russell, Rt.
2, Box 82, Dover, Term., Lewis
Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Gloria Crews, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
Roy Landers, New Concord,
Eulis McNeely, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Florence Dunaway, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Earl Littleton, 201
S. 8th St., Murray, Troy
Nickles, 801 N. 20th Murray,
Miss Ruth Cooper, Rt. 1, Hazel.
PULLS CAR WITH HER TEETH—Helen Bordeaux, 83, pulls a
small car by her teeth at Ephrata, Pa. Mrs. Bordeaux said she
created the stunt in 1918 and was a stunt woman in
Hollywood in 1920s. She moved the car nine feet and said, "1




SANTA CLAUS will be at J
& B Farmers Mkt. on
Highway 94 East on
Saturday and Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
on Monday through
Wednesday from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. A large
selection or fresh fruits
and nuts will be on sale



















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line„ 753-NEED









Approximately 11,0011 sq ft air
rental apace available at 2id
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tolaocro Paciung carp.




Sesta Clem ea ad at veer
bane w year pestles.
Call 753-3105
Jimmy Giggles.




BER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
I AM no longer responsible
for any debts other than

















3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Robert
(Bobby) Parker, sin-
cerely thank each of you
who helped during his
long illness and death. We
especially thank Bro.
John Dale, for his com-
forting words, the 7th and
Poplar Church Choir for
their message in music,
the neighbors and friends
who brought food and sent
flowers, and all who
remembered us in your
prayers, May God bless
each of you. Vickie
Parker, Mr. and Mrs.




and Christmas Day. Judy





please return it or call Dr.
Hal Houston, 753-1340.
FOUND CLASS ring, must
identify. Call 753-4936
after 7 p.m.
WOMAN TO train for
responsible position.
College degree required.
Must enjoy working with












Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 betwecji 6 and 7
p.m.
8 Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Buildings, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call 753-
0984.
14 Want To Bio
WANTED CAMPER school
bus. Call after 4:00, 436-
2516.
INTERESTED IN lake




WANT TO buy roll top
desk, old wall telephone,
brass bed, anything in
the way of old furniture.
Write giving details,
price, etc. P.O. Box 601,
Brentwood, Tenn. 37027.
15. Articles For Sdie
30 SHEETS of trailer un-
derpinning, 5 x 22. One
queen size box springs,
new. One ton and half of
coal. Call 436-5844.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315 if no answer
call 753.4698.
WILL BUY TOY trains.
Sales and service, Lionel





A GOOD BUY...give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite carpet
shampoo. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
ARGUS SUPER 8 null
projector, Automatic
movie camera. Both
$100.00 or best offer. Call
436-2575
8 MM MOVIE projector,
Kodak model 500. Movie
camera and case. Like
new, $30.00. Chain saw
Remington, 17" bar,
roller nose. Original
chain. $65.00. Call after 5,
753-2695.
16 Horrif
16 FT. EQUIPMENT tilt
trailer. $750.00. Call 753,-
7370.
ONE KING size bed and
bedsprings. Call 7534895
after 6 p.m.
VERY NICE living room
suite, $100. Call 753-7878.
SEARS KENMORE
washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,











































































































5 x 28. One
box springs,
n and half of
D for sale.
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40 MI 114 11161 Nil X 310 3C:0
USED 2 door refrigerator.
Call 753-7149 after 4:00
ELkeTIROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760
day or night.
KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
New and rebuill




new bed and wheels. Best



























on DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 er- 763-
3226 after 4.
SEVEN F7. pool table,
balls, 2 cues, rack and
bridge. $60.00. Call 489-
2440.
27" 10 SPEED bike, Also
headers for Chevy. Call
492-8897.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" 10 speed..




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
UPRIGHT PIANO
reworked and tuned. $150.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.
ORGAN-ESTEY. Solid
state double key, travel
organ. Model 101. Any










Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133.
CHAIN LINK FENCE,
30 day special. Four ft.
high installed., 81.50 per it
Call after.5 p. m. for free
estimates, Allstar Fence
Co., Paris, Tenn., 6424492
or 604947.
ELECTROPHONIC stereo,






CB BASE Radio complete.
Hazel, 492-1888.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Call 753-3855.
Wk., BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 44:-
1918 or 443-8226.
1972 12 x 65 Internationed
trailer 3 bedroom.
437-4756 or 437-4269 after 5
p.m.






753-6935 after 5 p.m.
EXTRA NICE 4 bedroom,
fully carpeted, 12 x 60
mobile home on 1 acre lot.
Near Coldwater, Ky. Call
435-4591.
1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned, 8125 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958-
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.
28 ueating & Cooling,
220 HEATER, brand new.
Never been used. $50.00.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.





pickup and lawn mowed
furnished. Call 753-2377.
THREE 2 BEDROOM




30. All new, total dectric
with central heat and air.
Call 753-7381, 8-5 Monday
through Saturday.
FURNISHED, located in
Riviera Cts. Extra nice.
Couples or two girls only.
Available January 1. Call
753-7606 or 436-5869.




Call 767-4065 after 6 p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent
'TWO STORY oak log barn. NIICE FURNISHED
Excellent condition. Call apartment. $80.00. Call












ditioned. On 121 North.
Call 753-3139.
MURRAY' MANOR



















commodate 2, 3, 4













34 Houses For Rent







garage, available Jan. 1.
$125.00. per month, $50.00
deposit. Working or
retired family. Call 753-
6354.
THREE BEDROOM home
on Cypress Bay. Fur-
nished or unfurnished.






December 15. Call 753-
0169.
36. For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT office building,
5011/2 South 5th Street and
two bedroom house at 403








Dachsunds $35.00 to $50.00
each. Also AKC miniature
Dachsund stud service
and AKC Tiny (5 lb.s-8"
tall) Toy Poodle stud
service. Call 527-9700.
BOSTON TERRIER
puppies. Full blooded 8
weeks old. Three males
only. Call 753-7459.
20 GALLON and 10 gallon
aquarium with all ac-




black and silver, 6 weeks
old. $40.00, $30.00. Call
753-0476.
ONE TRAINED 4 year old
Pointer bird dog. Coal oil




111 breeds. Pine Point
Estates,' gagle Creek




within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162.
WE HAVE clients wanting
(1) property with central
heat and air in Robertson
School district; (2) 40
acres with old house-
cash deal, Call now
Wilson Real Estate, 753-
3263. Or come by 202
South 4th, across from
post office.
NICE 3 bedroom brick





priced at only 125,500.
Moffitt Realty Co, 206
South 12th, Murray, 753-
3597.
LOOK WHAT $25,900 will
buy-near University-2 or 3
bedroom (den may be
used as bedroom) brick
veneer home with electric
heat, some carpeting, all
kitchen appliances,
garage, chain-link fenced
yard. Call 753-8080 for
appointment to see. Boyd-
Maier, Real Estate, 105
North 12th.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car-
port. Call 753-0846, for
appointment.
WE HAVE a nice mobile
home that can be pur-
chased with a low down
payment and payments
the same as rent. The
mobile home is located in
the beautiful Keniana
Development at Hamlin,
Ky. The mobile home and
lot can be bought for only
$7,500.00. Let John
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
show you this property.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 506 Main Street,




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years er.
elusive real .,estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
00 TOO MIR spodoes,
roomy, older Woe Ebel min
knit al tin 114 story, 5
Wrenn. 2 boa Aeon ow
MSC It VI mod mookillop.
*ow Ism* had 5,44 1.
OIVIEOP1110 NINIIIIMIN11111
Inro's • Mom to bay • bon
eeawnieetif Weal t• oll of
ihnup, yet tia ors nig&
horliong. no is.. is. 3
bedrooms, 1½bilbs, ',mote
family room mod • prop. Ooly
$31,550.
YETERANSIN ISM enact V. A.
Is.. op to MON we
soollsbis. N yes noilty co
clop rionlog ind mirt swig.
lei is sin, you Is boons you
sioy malts poor solocties from
WILSON HAL ESTATE
ACROSS MOM POST sena
PROW 7S34243 ANYTIME
FOR SALE: 1973 500




between? a.m. to 3 p.m.
We YAMAHA 100 dirt
bike. Good knobbies on it.
Tires like new. $150.00.
Call 7534706.
ion HONDA CB360T. Call
753-8019.
Ift72 YAMAHA MX 260
excellent running con
dition. Call 753.0188 or 436
5370.
1175 YAMAHA, 125 ha.
Call 4884335 after 5:00
18 A, ' •









TWO YEAR OLD, 3
bedroom 1,12 bath, central
heat and air. 1607
Parklane. Call. 753-3604.
THE QLALEFIED pyr-
Bonne] at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give as a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
46 Homes For Sale
TWO STORY frame, good
condition 516 South 7th.









Shoes will be replaCeitt
free of charge if soles
wear out within one year




elleet & Sloes Dept.
ribs. Repels Dept.
Otrntife Pim 9-9 Weekdays 753-9885
Murray, Ky. 14 Sunday
-awe Ore Per ewer, Activity Under Tle
1962 CHEVROLET 327
motor and transmission.




49 Used Cars & Trucks
1171 GMC truck, power
steering, automatic
transmission, air con-
dition. Call 753-4549. ,
1966 CHEVY Pickup truck,
with 41" topper. A-1






shift with air. Vinyl roof.
Very clean. Call 436-5880.
191111 LTD, radio, air, good
condition. One owner.
$450.00. Call 753-6706.
FOR SALE 1969 Bon-
neville, 4 door hardtop,
factory air, tilt steering,
AM-FM radio, all power.
Good condition. Best offer
buys. Call 753-8046.
1674 CAMARO, power and









1973 CHARGER S. E.
Brouglun, all power and




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
hour from Chicago and
next to expressway and
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in.. Come to
Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing. Open
6 days. Jim Clark or
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
This is a dealers auction.
1911 CHEVROLET,
straight shift, six cylin-
der. 1973 250 Ford,
automatic transmission,
260 engine. Call 474-2337.








Black with grey interior.
Also 1966 Impala con-
vertible, extra clean,
$385.00. Call 436-2427.
49 Used Cars ,s Troir,s
CARS BUFFED and
waxed. $15.00. Free
pickup and delivery. Call
753-2993.
FOR SALE: 1966 Solid red
Opal, gas saver, good
condition, good tires, $375.
Call 7534566.
1173 CHEVROLET 2 ton







miles. $1,400. Call 753-
7178.
1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east















Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p.m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call




work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
ARPET INSTALLED.
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 474-
2789.
PLUMBING AND Electric,
odd jobs we like. All work
guaranteed to please. Call
James Burkeen. 474-2257.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
.conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-88C
or 753-7203.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647.























1818 CHEVY VAN, A WILL CUT firewood by
cylinder, sullorrEalc. 1075 hour or rick. Call 753-
VW Serie°. Call 753-0963. 4388.
LAE LAND- C •
STRUCTION. Haddam
work in vackiity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Cceicord. Gravel, white
rock . and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2506, open 7
days a week.
NEED TUNEUP or minor
repairs. Call 753.438R
KIRBY CAREPT CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
Institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.










Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
MOBILE HOMES un-
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call




No jobs too small. Call




work. Gravel and top soil.
Cell 4364M6 or 436-2306.
-
LleENSED ELEA.
TRJCIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White,
ISS-01105.
59 Fero And sd
RED CLOVER hay. Call
491140111.
t
FREE 3 four and five
month old puppies, one is
a male part Collie, black
and white, the other two
are mixed breed one
brown and one black.
Were abandoned in the
country and have been
mistreated. Being cared
for by Humane Society.
Please call 753-4783 after
4:30.
ONE DI Week old male
kitten has shots. Call 767-
4055.
PART COLLIE puppies for
Christmas. Call 753-6343.
FREE YEAR and half old
grey tiger striped male
cat. With unusual eyes.
Call 753.3994 evening!.
8, FREE Puppies,' 8 weeks
old. Husky and Shepherd
mixed. Call 753466L
Staff Wanted
Immediate opening for a Master's Level Psychologist,
Social Worker, Cir Regiatqred Nurse to provide general
outpatient mental health services at the Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
Position may be part-time or full-time. Interest and ex-
perience is preferred.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Outland
Funeral services for Mrs.
Gladys Outland will be held
today at two p. m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Jerrell White
and Rev. R. J. Burpoe of-
ficiating and Gus Robertson,
Jr., as soloist.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Phil Wilson, Keith Wilson, Ted
Wilson, Glen Johnston, Steve
Barnett, and Junior Barnett.
Burial will be in the Old Salem
Cemetery.
Mrs. Outland, age 61, died
Thursday at 5:20 p. m. at the
Murry-Calloway County
Hospital. She was employed in
the housekeeping department of
the local hospital.
Survivors include her
husband, George Outland, 305
South Sixth Street, Murray, and
two sisters, Miss Mavis Darnell
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To Be Held Sunday
Funeral services will be held
at 1 p. m. Sunday for Mrs. Sally
Glover who died Friday at 12:15
p. m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at the age of 85.
Mrs. Glover was preceded in
death by her husband, Eull
Glover, who died Feb. 8, 1967.
A resident of Rt. 1, Hazel, she
is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Robert Keene of Detroit;
three sons, Cecil Glover of
Charlotte, N. C.; Jack Glover of
Detroit; and T. A. Glover of
Phoenix, Ariz.
She is also survived by a
sister, Miss Lona Lemons of
Mayfield and a brother, Jack
Lemons of Rt. 1, Hazel.
Mrs. Glover was a member of
Storey's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Services will be held in the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. A. H.
McLeod officiating. Burial will
be in the Storey's Chapel




The Grace Baptist Church
will hold regular worship
services on Sunday, December
21, with Rev. R. J. Burpoe as the
speaker.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m, with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent.
Morning worship will be at
10:45 a. m. with John F. Wood
as music director, Dwane Jones
as organist, and Anita Underhill
as pianist.
Sunday at six p. m. a
Christmas musical program
will be presented with Bro.
Wood as the director.
Prayer services will be held
Tuesday, December 23, at seven
p. m. instead of Wednesday,
December 24.
The nursery will be open for
all services.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a. m. 354.1,
up 0.3.
Below dam 308.7, up 1.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.7,
up 0.2.
Below dam 318.5, up 0.8.
Sunset 4:42. Sunrise 7:06.
Supt. Cowan Denies Serious Allegations Before Commission
EDDYV1LLE, Ky. (AP) —
The governor's blue ribbon
commission on prisons may
hear further testimony from
Kentucky State Penitentiary
Supt. Henry Cowan, who has
denied allegations of corrup-
tion, mismanagement and plots
against inmates at the prison.
In testimony Friday, Cowan
denied all the serious allega-
tions the commission had heard
in a week of testimony by in-




To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
-Make Room For Mystery"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. David C. Roos at the
10:45 a. m. worship services on
Sunday, December 21, at the
First Christian Church.
The selection, "Cradle Song
of the Virgin", by Brahams will
be presented by a trio composed
of Margaret Porter, voice,
Donna Story, viola, and Gary
Galloway, piano.
Del Fleming will be the
worship leader with Jan
Bement and Melanie Roos as
the candle lighters. Greeters
will be Mrs. A. B. Austin and
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Johnny Reagan.
Norman Hale, Glenn Card,
Fred McCord, Leon Smith,
Auburn Wells, and Lenvel Yates
will serve as deacons.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in memory
of Bill Graham by his wife.
Poinsettias in the sanctuary are
by the Wells family in memory
of Mr. and Mrs. Victor Wells,
Byron Wells, and Trent Wells;
by the Crass Family in memory
of Maurice Crass, Jr.; by the
Jim Boone Family in memory
of 0. B. Boone, Sr., and Glenda
Boone.
The Youth Groups will meet
Sunday at five p. m. to go
caroling for the NEEDL1NE.
The Bible Study Group will
meet Tuesday, December 23, at
7:30 p. m. in the home of Miss
Bethe Broach, 504 South 16th
Street.
The Christmas Eve can-
dlelight services will be Wed-
nesday at 10:30 p. m. at the
church with music by the
Chancel Choir, directed by
Margaret Porter.
Wishing you a Joyous Christmas
and happiness in the New Year.
Thanks to or many patrons.
Lynn Grove Roller Rink
Box 53 Lynn Grove 4354526
lasted most of the day, ended
the commission hearings that
began Monday at Eddyville.
The panel adjourned, saying it
would meet again Jan. 21, prob-
ably at Frankfort.
The commission left open the
possibility that Cowan would be
called upon for more testimony
later.
Cowan presented the commis-
sion with part of a transcript
from a trial in which Jefferson
Circuit Judge John P. Hayes
had questioned the reliability of
Milton Berman, a Louisville
polygraph examiner who con-
ducted tests for the commis-
sion.
According to the transcript,
Judge Hayes said he didn't
want to "say anything tkroga-
tory about Berman, but I've
had some cases with hini, where




Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak on
the subject, "Joy To The
World," at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.
m. services on Sunday,
December 21. His text will be
from Luke 2:1-20.
Kathy Farrell will sing the
solo, "0 Holy Night," at the 8:45
service, and will also be the
soloist for the anthem by that
name to be sung by the Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul Shahan
with Mrs. Richard Farrell as
organist, at the 10:50 a. m.
service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Sunday at 6:30 p. m. the
Family' Life Committee will
sponsor a chili supper in the
social hall and a Christmas
program will follow.
The Sacrament of Holy
Communion for persons to
come and go will be from six to
eight p. m. on Christmas Eve,
December 24. Open house will
be in the church parlor for those
coming for Holy Communion
Decorations in the parlor will be
the early American theme tk•
remind the public of the
Bicentennial theme.
The Chancel Choir presen-
tation of "The Messiah" will be
• broadcast from one to ta() p. M.
Sunday, December 21, on
Station WAAW FM Stereo.
May every happi-






wrong and I don't accept
his opinion."
Berman, a vice president of
the American Polygraph Asso-
ciation and chairman of its eth-
ics and standards committee,
told the panel Thursday that
his tests indicated those testi-
fying to corruption and mis-
management at the
penitentiary and alleged plots




Regular worship services will
be held at the Memorial Baptist
Church, Tenth and Main
Streets, at 10:50 a. m. and 6:30
p. m. on Sunday, December 21,
with the pastor, Rev. Jerrell
White, as the speaker.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Hampton
with Mrs. Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Mrs. Diane Dixon
as pianist, will present special
music at the morning service.
A solo, "0 Holy Night," will
be sung by Renee Taylor at the
morning service. Guy Cun-
ningham, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
Special music will also be
presented at the evening ser-
vice to be preceded by a Carol
Sing.
The South Family Gospel
Singers of Morton Grove, Ill.,
will present a special program
of music and testimony at two p.
m. Sunday at the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. m. and Church Training at
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday from five to nine
p. m. to Junior High Depart-
ment will provide a Nativity
setting in the sanctuary of the
church which will be open at
this time for meditation. "We
urge that family groups plan
some time here for this special
occasion," Rev. White said.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Here
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hold
regular services on Sunday,
December 21, at 10:40 a. m. and
six p. m. with the minister, Bro.
John Dale, speaking at both
hours.
Kent McCuiston will direct
the song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the an-
nouncements.
"I Love To Tell The Story"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with Gene
Roberts to read the scripture
from I Timothy 1:15-17 and
Wayne Wilson and Gene
McDougal to lead in prayers.
The evening sermon topic will
be "He Ain't Heavy; He's My
Brother." The scripture from
Matthew 11:28-30 will be read
by Mack Harris with prayers to
be read by Randy Wright and
Lenith Rogers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Tommy
Carraway and Ted Allen
Howard.
Alan Jones, Ray Karraker,
Gene Paul King, and Bob
LaMastus will serve on the
Extension Department.
Bible study will be held at 9:40
a. m. on Sunday.
The mid-week Bible Study
will be held Tuesday, December
23, at seven p. m. instead of
Wednesday of this week.
The Ladies' Bible Class will
be dismissed until Tuesday,
January 6.
jured or killed were telling the
truth.
Cowan said Friday he had no
objection to submitting to a lie
detector examination if his at-
torney approved, but the attor-
ney, Elizabeth Vaughn of Hen-
derson, said she "would still
strongly recommend that my
client take no polygraph test.
"I very strongly disbelieve in
them   I personally do not
trust them," she said.
But Mrs. Arnold Ludwig of
Lexington, serving as chairman
of the commission in the ab-
sence of Frank Gilliam of Lex-
ington, said, "I would urge him
very sincerely to reconsider."
Ken Kennedy, investigating
counsel for the commission,
also urged Cowan to submit to
a test, saying "law enforce-
ment officials put great weight
in the polygraph instrument."
When Cowan came before the
panel, he brought boxes of
documents which he said were
statements from inmates, their
families, prison officials and
Program. .
police supporting him.
He specifically denied that he
• had ever asked a prisoner to
harm another inmate. He de-
nied that he had employed pris-
Christmas Program At
Salem Church Sunday
The Salem Baptist Church at
Lynn Grove will present a
special Christmas program on
Sunday, December 21, at seven
p. m. at the church.
Hal Faulkner, youth director,
will direct the program and will
be assisted by Beth Burchett.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.
Chitling Supper To Be
At Chestnut Grove
A Chilling Supper will be held
at the Chestnut Grove A. M. E.
Church today, December 20,
with serving to start at five p.
m.
The supper is being sponsored
by the Junior and Senior
Missionary Group.
• (Continued from Page 1)
In "Toyland," John Hassell
was the announcer. Soloists
were Toni Rye, Buffy Stokes,
Robert Hopkins and Eric
Hudson. Donna Dean was the
announcer for "Suzy Snoflake,"
and Heather Doyle was the
soloist.
In "Elves Christmas Eve,"
Marcia Grimes was the an-
nouncer while the elves were
Mary Jo Simmons, Liz
Marquardt, Chip Adkins,
Jimmy Baker, Mark Doran,
Joey Rexroat, Jaye Jones,
Leslie Adams, Donna Dean,
Tarek Abuzaid, Timmy Hook,
Chuckle Tackett and Hughie
Houston.
In the final number presented
by the first three grades,
"Holiday Dance," Chris Greer
was the announcer.
The students in the fourth,
fifth and sixth grades then
presented 12 numbers, starting
with "It's Beginning to Look a
Lot Like Christmas." Trim-
ming the tree during the
number were Mike Daniel, Neil
Segal, David Robinson, Jen-
nifer Grogan, Tommy Andrews,
Tracye Jones and Chuck Story.
In ''We Need a Little
Christmas," the soloists were
Lee Ann Babb, Erin Burke,
Jennifer Cochran, Carrie Rye,
Connie Spann, Renee Taylor
and Rebecca Wood, and in
"Mistletoe and Holly," Tim
Wilcox and George Moore were
the soloists.
Ben Underwood, Bret
Puckett, Ivan George and
Robbie Marquardt were the
announcers for "Dance of
therionettes," which featured a
piano duet by Kellie Overbey
and Jacque Dean.
Melanie Kelly and Rebbie
Houston, playing the alto
xylophone, were the soloists in
"Holiday Song," while three
special guest artists—Dr.
Kenny Dean, Dr. Don Rye and
Dr. Ronnie Babb—were
featured in "Rocking Around
the Christmas Tree."
In "L-O-V-E," Thais Lannin
was the soloist with the bells
being played by Tim Bur-
chfield, Bill Chaney and
Michael Abbott. In "Love One
Another," Brian Doyle was the
solo drummer.
"Must Be Santa" was next
with Carl Anderson, Trevea
Mathis, Ken Mayfield, John
Warren Nix and Kurt Keeslar in
solo parts and featuring the
appearance of Santa Claus,
played by Kevin Cole of the
sixth grade.
In "Tambourine Noel," the
tambourine soloists were John
Landauer, Jeff Jones, Robert
Stout and Casey Kurth.
"African Noel" was next with
solo parts by Suzanne Pitman
on the glockenspiel, Gail Horn
on the metalophone, Santa
Claus (Kevin Cole) on the alto
xylophone, Earl Birdsong on the
bass xylophone, and Jeffrey
Garrott on the tympani drums.
The final number of the hour-
long program was "Have
Yourself a Merry Little
Christmas," and featured
Wilson Simmons as soloist.
Accompanying the children at
the piano were Mrs. Kathy
Burchfield, Mrs. Jane Prince,
Mrs. Jane Flaherty and Mrs.
Ann Hoke.
otters as informers and shared
"payoff" money With than and




Sabscribers who hove eat
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Meanly Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. ere urged to call
753-1916 bohemia 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to more delivery
of the newspaper. Calls most
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Hey !Ws. Santa Comes toTown
and Santa will be in his little workshop every night from
fut 3:30 to 730 until Decem ber 23. Most Downtown Murraycool
loot Merchants will be open til 8 p.m. each evening.
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